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Abstract

Polypyrrole, an ionic electroactive polymer (i- EAP) recently emerged as artificial
muscle material and used for various cutting edge applications in defence,
aerospace, biomedical and robotics. As an ionic EAP, the Polypyrrole (PPy) actuator
exhibits strain through ion transfer upon applying electric potential and generates
mechanical bending. In addition to this, promising properties like light weight,
flexibility and biocompatibility attract researchers to develop smart and miniaturized
systems particularly in biomimetic robots by effectively replacing the large, heavy
and cumbersome conventional motor actuators.
The PPy is organic polymer which exhibits conductivity due to conjugated carbon
bonds in chemical structure; hence categorized as Conducting Polymer (CP). The ionic
transfer between electrolyte and PPy upon applying electric potential results in
dimensional changes leads to generate mechanical work, and thus makes the PPy
suitable to be used as actuator. PPy actuator has been used in various forms such as
disc, rectangular, circular or cylindrical with both single layer and multilayer structure.
While single layer structures essentially required an electrolyte fluid medium to operate,
multilayer structures effectively operate in non electrolyte medium by using solid
polymer electrolyte membrane on which PPy is electrochemically deposited. Beside ,
multilayer structure provides more strength and stiffness, hence suitable for bending
applications. Further in multilayer structures, bilayer and trilayer structures are used for
unidirectional and bidirectional bending applications respectively. The trilayer PPy
actuator is exhibits large bending displacement and work density with low driving
power and its bimorph like behaviour makes it suitable for underwater applications.
However, high fabrication cost, low life cycle, slow response and low bending
displacement in nonelectrolyte fluid medium are major limitations restricted its usage in
real time applications.
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The current state-of-the-art procedures to fabricate the Polypyrrole (PPy) actuator
is expensive due to conductive coating made from platinum or gold, expensive
dopants like ionic liquids (IL) and TBA based salts and organic solvents and
complex synthesis process. It is anticipated that changes in processing parameters,
materials and operating conditions may be able to reduce the cost and improve the
performances as well. Recent literatures indicate that limited success has been
achieved for successful fabrication of PPy actuator for efficient underwater
performances with reasonable cost. The proposed work deals with fabrication,
characterization, theoretical and experimental analysis of Gold-Polypyrrole (AuPPy) actuator for underwater operation. The Au-PPy actuator is fabricated by using
electrochemical polymerization and layer by layer deposition of PPy from aqueous
solution of pyrrole (Py) and sodium dodecynbenzenesulfonic acid (NaDBS) at room
temperature on both sides of gold (Au) coated polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF). The
in-depth fabrication procedures are outlined in this work. Scanning electron
microscope is used to analyze the microscopic and morphological characteristics of
PPy samples that show dense packed PPy-DBS on the surface of the Au-PVDF that
acts as solid polymer electrolyte.

The crystal structure of PPy membrane is

investigated by X-ray diffraction analysis. Thermo- gravimetric analysis (TGA) and
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) test are carried out and thermal stability of
the actuator is assessed. Dynamic- mechanical analysis (DMA) and thermomechanical analysis (TMA) are performed to evaluate the viscoelastic properties and
performance of the actuator.
An experimental setup is developed to carry out the underwater bending and
dynamic analysis of the developed PPy actuator. Bending test is performed in fixedfree configuration for measuring tip displacement, tip force and surface resistance
under DC and AC operating voltage. The present Au-PPy actuator is cost effective
and exhibits superior performances, hence can be used as artificial muscle actuator
for real time applications. Several studies have been carried out to find out the effect
of hydrodynamic loading on the actuation performance of the developed Au-PPy. It
is well established fact that the fluid viscosity and forces act on the PPy actuator
with applied electric potential significantly affects the actuation and hydrodynamic
x
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performances like thrust and speed of PPy actuator. The effect of damping, time
dependent viscoelastic modulus and hydrodynamic lo ading on PPy actuator is also
studied to predict the life cycle of the actuator. The effect of excitation frequency on
bending and hydrodynamic performances is analyzed to predict the accurate
performances and efficiency of the actuator in underwater medium.
In order to analyze the underwater behaviour and hydrodynamic performances of
PPy actuator a simple but robust empirical electro-chemo-visco hydrodynamic
bending model is developed. The electrochemical strain is estimated in terms of
output current by using RC transmission line mechanism with second order
diffusion equation. Then by using electrochemical strain as input, the hydrodynamic
mechanical model is developed. Here, viscoelastic effect is taken into consideration
and Wiechert viscoelastic model is used for the same. The effect of underwater
environment on PPy actuator performances is studied by using the complex
hydrodynamic function in terms of fluid inertia and viscosity. Multi mode
approximation has been taken into consideration and extended Ha milton’s principle
is applied for developing the governing equation of motion of the actuator. The
solution of the numerical model is developed in transform form of equation to
estimate the output bending displacement in terms of input voltage. The linear
vibration responses are analyzed from numerical model and its results are compared
with experimental results to predict the fundamental natural frequency and damping
the actuator. Theoretical steady-state results are compared with the experimental
results for validation.
Further modelling is extended, where a compressive study on effect of
surrounding fluid on the actuator performance by considering the nonlinear fluid
damping. The nonlinear governing equation of motion and a closed form expression
for the response amplitude has been developed that can be used to obtain the
nonlinear hydrodynamic force and amplitude response for any PPy actuator operates
in fluid medium. The fluid flow around the actuator is studied by vortex shedding
mechanism and the nature of force exerted on actuator is analyzed. The results
obtained from numerical model solved by Fourier transform are compared with the
experimental results and are found to be in good agreement.
xi
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In recent years, conducting polymers particularly PPy based artificial muscle
actuator has been used in robotics and its large bending displacement and high work
density makes it suitable for underwater microrobotic applications. In the present
work, a tadpole like undulatory swimming robot has been developed using the
fabricated PPy actuator making it suitable for underwater locomotion. The
developed low cost Au-PPy actuator based robotic system is also potentially suitable
in defence, security and environment monitoring applications.
The novelty of the present works is; a low cost, high performance delivering AuPPy actuator has been fabricated from aqueous solution of Py and NaDBS at room
temperature. The actuator exhibits superior performance index in reverse polarity
beyond 8 h - 10 h and thus can be easily extended for micro-switching applications
as well.
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1
Introduction

With the advancement in the field of science and engineering, conventional
actuators are being replaced by smart materials particularly electro active polymer
(EAP) actuators. Promising properties like low actuation potential, light weight,
flexibility, high strain, biocompatibility and natural muscle like working and
performances make it suitable for used as artificial muscle actuator for various
macro to micro scale applications in robotics, health care, aerospace, defence and
automobile sectors [1-4].
Being as artificial muscle, PPy has gained momentum for developing
miniaturized underwater systems, soft and flexible bio- inspired robots and
biomimetic propulsive systems. Biomimetic underwater swimming robots are of
great interest for exploring underwater environments as the most part of the
underwater environment is still unknown. The design of highly manoeuvrable
underwater micro robots is often based on swimming mechanism, natural fish like
undulatory body motion, highly controllable fins and optimal thrust. Recently
various smart materials such as giant magnetostrictive (GMA), piezoelectric (PZT)
and its derivatives actuators, ionic polymer metal composites (IPMC), shape
memory alloy (SMA), integrated conjugated fibre (ICF) and dielectric elastomer
(DE) based actuators have been developed for underwater robotics application [5-6].
However, there are many challenges like high cost, poor cycle life, low stiffness,
bending displacement and mechanical stability limits their real time applications.
In this thesis the underwater working and performances of Polypyrrole, a
conducting polymer are studied and are used to demonstrate the feasibility of using
this material in developing bio- inspired propulsion based small swimming robot for
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underwater applications. The results of these studies and experimental investigations
will contribute to the understanding of underwater operation and performances of
polypyrrole actuator and is extremely useful in developing effective artificial muscle
based swimming devices for various underwater applications. The polypyrrole
actuator driven swimming robot is also an important step towards the advanced biorobotics for defence, security and medical applications.
In this chapter an overview of Conducting polymer and polypyrrole as artificial
muscles actuator is presented at first. Then the fabrication methods and parameters
affects the actuation and characteristic properties are studied with the improve ments
have done so far. Following this, the modelling techniques and methodologies have
been used for studying the bending actuation of Polypyrrole actuators are discussed
along with the method is adopted to study the underwater operation of Polypyrrole
actuator. Then the recent applications of polypyrrole actuator in various fields
particularly in underwater environment are discussed. This will be followed by the
motivation and objectives of the present work and at last highlights of the
contributions of the thesis is presented.

1.1 Conducting Polymer
Conducting Polymer (CP) as the name suggests, a polymer exhibits conductivity. In
the mid of 19th century, conducting polymer was first synthesized as aniline, though
then the conductivity was not noticed. Later by 1963, the conductivity was reported
up to 1 S/cm with the production of Polypyrrole (PPy) [7]. By 1977, CPs
significantly showed large conductivity of nearly

has been reported with

halogen doped [8]. Subsequently various conducting polymers such as Polypyrrole
(PPy), Polyaniline (PANi), Polythiophene (Pth) and its derivatives were successfully
synthesized later in that year. Because of this property, CPs are known as organic
metals and hence gained attention for further research on synthesis, fabrication and
uses of CP for real time applications.
The conductivity in CPs is primarily due to the polarons and bipolarons were
generated from the chemical and electronic structure of the as shown in Fig.1.1.
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Figure.1.1 Schematic diagram of conjugated chemical structure of CPs with polaron and
bipolaron

Fig.1.1 shows the CP posses intrinsic conjugated structure with alternate carboncarbon double bond. The overlapping and delocalization of π molecular orbital
electron generates the polarons and bipolarons. The lower energy based bipolarons
are widely exists in the conducting polymer, hence the CP conducts the charge due
to the movement of bipolarons upon applying electrical field [9]. The chemical
structure alone is not sufficient for conductivity and dopant is required for the same
[10]. The polymer is doped by changing its oxidation state (adding or removing
electron from the backbone), which, when performed electrochemically, leads to the
migration of ions into the bulk polymer, balancing charge. Doping results in creation
of states in the band gap and leading to nearly metallic conduction.
The electrochemically controllable charging of conducting polymers makes them
attractive materials to be used as energy storage devices, micro electro- mechanical
systems, electronics and drug delivery devices [11-13]. An interesting property of
conducting polymers is that their volume changes as a result of the change in
oxidation state and the corresponding charging. This effect has provided an exciting
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application for conducting polymers as artificial muscle actuators [14]. Among those
tremendous applications, actuators attract a lot of scientists because of its similarity
to natural muscles and potentially wide application. In this thesis conducting
polymers as electrochemically driven actuators are studied for its underwater
operations and an example of their application in bio-robotics is discussed.

1.1.1

Conducting Polyme r as Artificial Muscle Actuator

Because of the similarities in terms of working and performances with natural
muscles as shown in Fig.1.2, the use of conducting polymers as artificial muscles
actuator is first proposed in early 1996 [14].

Figure.1.2 Natural muscle and conducting polymer working concept

Generally, the size and shape changes in CPs are the result of ions and solvent
molecular influx and efflux in between polymer chain and electrolyte, as shown in
the schematic diagram of actuation mechanism in Fig.1.3. Such volume changes

Figure1.3. Actuation mechanism via ions insertion accompanied by solvent.

are due to accommodate the anions, cations and sometimes the solvent molecules
which accompanied by the redox reactions in CPs. Reversible redox reactions i.e.
simultaneous reduction and oxidation reactions in CPs lead to electrochemical
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charging and discharging. These processes generate charged sites on the polymer
backbone where each site is charged by an oppositely charged “counter-ion”.
Counter- ions enter and leave into the polymer from and to an external electrolyte;
leads to volumetric changes, hence generate strain and subsequently the stress.
The above actuation principle of CPs attracts researchers to develop actuator and
implement this in practical applications like active catheter system, drug delive ry
system and micro robotic etc [15-17]. Although CP actuators and natural muscles
have many features in common such as both of them are driven by electro
stimulation and flux of ions, both are soft and flexible, operate in contact with
electrolyte, transfer chemical energy to mechanical energy and are, the working life
cycle of CP actuators is very less as compared to natural muscles [18].
In recent times, including CP there are various other smart and active materials
have been used as artificial muscle materials such as ionic po lymer metal
composites (IPMC), piezoelectric materials (PZT), dielectric elastomer (DE), macro
fibre composites (MFC) and Shape memory alloys (SMA) [19-20]. The
characteristics properties and performance parameters of various smart materials
including CPs and their comparison with natural muscle is shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1 Comparison of CP with natural and other artificial muscle materials
Materia

S train

S tress

Work

S train

l

(%)

(MPa)

Density
3

(kJ/m )

Efficiency

Advantage

Rate
(%/s)

heat

NM

20

0.35

8

Disadvantage

>50

~40

and

waste

Required

removable,

specialized

energy deliver,

environment,

regeneration

cannot produced
synthetically

DE

Upto
380

~1

Upto

4500

Typically

Very high strain

High voltage

30

and strain rates

(>1kV) & field

3400

upto 90
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max

CP

39% ,

Upto

avg.

30

100

12

20

Low voltage,

Slow response,

high stress and

Creep,

strain

Low life

Low voltage large

Only bending

displacement

(not linear)

5

IPMC

0.5 -

3

Upto 5

3

1.5 - 3

3

motion

Upto
SMA

5

200

>1000

300

<5

high power (>

Difficult to

100 kW/kg)

control (run at

low voltage

peak, not in
between)

NM = Natural Muscle,
CP=Conducting Polymer,
IPMC=Ionic Polymer Metal Composite

DE=Dielectric Elastomer
SMA = Shape Memory Alloy

It is observed that the weight to actuation capability of CP is much higher and
advantages include operation at low voltage (typically
weight (density is roughly
large as

V or less); light

); relative large dimensional changes (as

in some special cases); and high power density (up to

).

Besides similarity with natural muscle, unique characteristics such as low density,
high toughness, low driving energy and inherent vibration damping makes it suitable
for developing biomimetic systems. In this thesis conducting polymer (CP) has been
studied and applied for actuator application.

1.1.2

Materials Used for Conducting Polyme r Actuator

From the literature it has been seen, o ver the years polyaniline (PANi),
polythiophene (Pth) and its derivative poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)
and polypyrrole (PPy) are wide ly used CPs. Layout o f the c hemica l structures
of these mater ia ls is shown in F ig.1.4. The br ief detail o f each materia l is
give n below fo llowed

by the

primary character istic properties and

performa nces of these mater ia ls.
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Figure.1.4 Schematic diagram of chemical structure of (a) Polyanilene (b)
P olythiophene (c) P olypyrrole and (d) P oly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)

1.1.2.1 Polyaniline (PANi)
Polyaniline as the first CP materia l was discovered and where Nitroge n (N)
atom is present outs ide the aromatic cyc le as shown in F ig.1.4 (a). PANi is
synthes ized by us ing che mica l a nd electroche mica l po lymer izatio n methods.
Polyaniline is acidic in nature hence the actuators are operated in an acidic
environment in both aqueous and organic solution. Strain generated by PANi
actuator is usually below

at free load, which is small as compared PPy actuator.

The interesting part of PANi is perhaps its high mechanical strength and actuation
strain from

has been obtained at stresses of

MPa, which is attractive to

engineers [21]. It has been seen PANi with carbon nanotubes reduced the actuation
strain to

but greatly enhance the strength so that actuation could be achieved at

MPa [22]. These materials showed a large work output (

) [23].

Another advantage of using PANi is its capability of processing suitable for massproduction, which makes the material attractive for commercialization. There are
also some limitations in using PANi as an actuator material. The acidic aqueous
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environment perhaps limits the further application of the PANi actuators due to fast
material degradation. Further, small strain and non-biocompatibility limits the real
time actuator application to great extent. However, it has been seen PANi is suitable
for sensor application [24].
1.1.2.2 Polythiophene (Pth)
Polythiophene (Pth) and its derivative poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT)
both are sulphur containing conducting polymer where Sulphur atom present in the
aromatic cycle as shown in Fig.1.4 (b) and (d). Pth and PEDOT can be prepared by
both chemical or electrochemical polymerization. The advantages of using Pth in
electrochemical applications include its high conductivity, wide potential window
and structure stability where PEDOT is used as both sensor and actuator. However
Pth actuator shows low strain of

–

in organic and ionic liquid based

electrolyte [25, 26]. It has been found that elastic modulus is usually lower in the
expanded state and the actuation strain diminishes with an increasing applied load.
Strain is as high as

were recorded, although the strain diminished rapidly

with increasing voltage scan rate and higher isotonic loads [27].
Poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) is a oxygen and sulphur contained
conjugated polymer. Tough PEDOT exhibits conductivity, mechanical stability with
low actuation potential, low band gap and poor solubility limits its application.
PEDOT is synthesized by chemical polymerization method and its composite forms
are suitable for sensor application [28]. PEDOT with polystyrene sulfonate
(PEDOT.PSS) and PEDOT with Polypyrrole (PEDOT.PPy) were also used for
actuator applications [29].
1.1.2.3 Polypyrrole (PPy)
Polypyrrole (PPy) is a nitrogen contained organic chemical compound formed from
a number of connected pyrrole in ring structure as shown in Fig.1.4 (c). Pyrrole is
the monomer of polypyrrole polymer having chemical formula

. It is a

volatile liquid that darkens readily upon exposure to air thus need to be distilled
before use. PPy is the first derivative of polyacetelene which shows high
conductivity [8]. The properties of Polypyrrole are primarily dependent on its
synthesis process.
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PPy is the most attractive conducting polymers due to its high conductivity,
stability in both of the aqueous and organic solvent, high mechanical strength,
biocompatibility and large actuation strain. The strain of polypyrrole actuators is
typically

[30]. Polypyrrole synthesized with DBS that achieved

strain however stress is very low of

MPa [31]. The free-standing PPy/TFSI

films, without load, can show extremely high strain as much as

by carefully

selecting dopants and solvents [32].
The summary of important properties of various CPs is shown in Table 1.2. It has
been observed that PPy is the potential candidate for actuator application in versatile
[21-23, 25-26, 28, 30-34]
Table 1.2 Summery of important properties of various conducting polymers

Properties

Polyaniline

Polythiophene

Polypyrrole

(PANi)

(Pth & PEDOT)

(PPy)

Strain (%)

1-2

0.5-2

2-8

Stress (MPa)

10

8

40

Operating Voltage (V)

3-5

3-5

1.3-3

Suitable Application

sensor

sensor

Sensor and
Actuator

Work density(kJ/m3)

20

10

100

Stability

Low life

Low life

Moderate
to high

environments. PPy can generate large strains (typically

and maximum

),

relatively low strain rates (typically 1%/s and maximum 12%/s), high stresses
(typically

MPa, and maximum

MPa) and work density (

makes it suitable for underwater applicatio ns. Hence in this thesis the details of
fabrication and characterization of PPy actuator has been studied for its underwater
operations.
The Young’s modulus of PPy is between

GPa to

GPa [33]. These

properties along with biocompatibility, light weight, low actuation voltage and
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natural muscle like working, make it suitable to be used as artificial muscle actuator
and the present work is focused on fabrication and application of PPy based
actuator. However slow response, low operational life and high fabrication cost are
some major limitations were reported earlier, these can be overcome by careful
selection of materials and synthesis process.

1.2 Polypyrrole (PPy) Actuator
Recently Polypyrrole has gained attention to develop artificial muscle actuator due
to its low operating voltage, large strain, stress and work density, flexibility and
biocompatibility, hence used for various applications in robotics, defence, aerospace
and biomedical [33, 35-36]. From the literature, it has been seen the PPy actuators
were used broadly categorized as axial and bending type actuator. For these two
types, various configurations such as sheet (strip), helical, laminated, multilayer strip
based actuator have been proposed. For axial bending particularly sheet and helical
forms are suitable while for bending laminated and multilayer structures similar to
beam configurations have been used [37-38]. Further based on the working
environment such as electrolyte and non-electrolyte medium, laminate structures are
suitable as the laminates can be used for internal storage of electrolyte in case of
non-electrolyte medium of operation particularly in air and water medium. The
helical type actuator has been used for underwater microrobotics operations however
to immersed in fluid it need a guiding tube which limits their application. Unlike
this, the laminated structure with internal electrolytic storage has proven more
efficient for bending operations in non-electrolyte fluid medium [39-40]. Again
laminated structure with internal electrolyte storage can be classified as bilayer and
multilayer based on number of layers of PPy and electrolyte storage. Among
multilayer structures, bilayer and trilayer laminated structures are of great interest
because of simple fabrications and operation process. Though the bilayer structure is
the simplest one, the disadvantages like low strength, delamination and
unidirectional operations may hinder its continuous bending applications.
Alternatively, the trilayer actuator is suitable for bidirectional bending and exhibits
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significant strength makes it suitable for continuous bending operation in nonelectrolyte medium especially in water.

1.2.1

Actuation Mechanis m of PPy trilayer actuator

PPy undergo deformation due to change in oxidation state upon applying electric
potential i.e. yields mechanical work or motion from a membrane or beam like
structure by converting input electrical energy, hence suitable to be used as actuator.
The actuation mechanism of laminated PPy strip actuator is shown in Fig.1.5.

D = Dopant Salt , P = Polypyyrole, s = solvent, + /- = anion/cation

Figure.1.5. Schematic diagram of PPy trilayer actuator working

The middle layer is a porous membrane that acts as solid polymer electrolyte
(SPE) while the top and bottom layers are Polypyrrole. During synthesis the cation
and anion of the salt along with solvent absorbed and trapped in the SPE membrane
and later take part in ionic exchange between electrolyte and PPy on applying
voltage. This validate that PVDF is used frequently as compared to other SPEs such
as cellulose and nylon [41]. The SPE is also contributing stiffness to the actuator as
well. The working principle of PPy actuator is based on reversible redox reaction i.e.
Simultaneous oxidation (removal of electrons from the polymer) and reduction (gain
of electron into polymer matrix to maintain the neutrality) occurs between the
polypyrrole and electrolyte upon applying electric potential. The ionic movement is
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primarily dependent upon the size of ions i.e. the small ions are highly mobile and
can easily penetrate and move in the polymer chain. Therefore, the actuation is
named as cationic, anionic and mixed actuation based on type of mobile ions
transfer between electrolyte and polymer chain. Due to this ionic movement, the
actuator experiences volumetric changes which generates strain and subsequently
stress in the actuator. If one side of the actuator is fixed like a cantilever, bending
induces in the actuator due to the strain and stress.
This bending mechanism makes the PPy actuator suitable for robotics application
particularly bio- inspired robotics has gained a lot of interest. Recently Polypyrrole
bending actuators have been used in numerous micro to macro scale application
while it has shown more efficient in developing miniaturized and soft robots [15, 33,
35]. Further, the similarity of bending behaviour with fish tail like movement, large
bending displacement and high work density makes the Polypyrrole suitable for
underwater operation.

1.3 Synthesis and Fabrication of PPy Actuator
Like other conducting polymers, the Polypyrrole (PPy) is synthesized by both
chemical and electrochemical polymerization methods. It has been reported that the
properties of the PPy are largely dependent on the synthesizing conditions such as
temperature, time, substrate, concentration and doping materials [42-43]. The details
of the synthesis of process are described in following section.

1.3.1

Che mical Synthesis

In chemical polymerization, a monomer, a dopant, and an oxidant are dissolved in a
solution kept at a certain temperature. The monomer is first oxidized into a radical
cation and then the coupling of two radical cations results in a dimer. The dimer can
then be oxidized into a dimer radical cation and continuation of these reactions
produces oligomers followed by polymers until termination of the chain. The
polymerization time ranges from minutes up to a few days, depending on reaction
conditions. The mixture is then filtered, washed, and dried to yield pure conducting
polymers. The PPy synthesized by chemical method is obtained in powder form.
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Though various oxidants have been used for chemica l polymerization of Polypyrrole
is typically used frequently as it provides stability and enhances the
conductivity as well. The conductivity of chemically s y nt he s ize d PPy is ve r y
lo w roughly around

and including this low thermal stability, poor

mechanical strength, complex fabrication and processibility of the powder form
limits their actuator applications [44]. However, PPy fabricated by chemical
deposition method has shown reliable active performances with che mical activities
thus mainly used to develop various sensors such as gas sensor, electro nic and
mechanical sensor [45-46].

1.3.2

Electrochemical Synthesis

In electrochemical synthesis, the radical cation is generated at the initial step via
electric potential is applied across an electrolyte solution containing a monomer and
a dopant. A three-electrode (working, reference, counter electrodes) or a twoelectrode (working, reference electrodes) mode may be used. Electrochemical
polymerization is convenient and controllable process and develops the stable PPy
in solid film form.
Electrochemical deposition is generally preferred by researchers to prepare PPy
materials as it provides a good control on film thickness, morphology, improved
mechanical properties and higher conductivity. Electrochemical synthesis is based
on the transfer of electrons between a substrate and an electrode. A complete
electrochemical reaction system requires both an anode and cathode as the working
and counter electrodes, respectively, a reference electrode is to maintain the right
voltages in the system, as well as an electrolyte for the migration of ions. Upon
oxidation of the anode, electrons are removed to attract the anions and pyrrole
monomers to be simultaneously polymerized and deposited onto the working
electrode. The conductivity of electrochemically polymerized PPy may reaches up
to 200 S/cm and shown active mechanical performances, hence suitable for used as
actuator [47, 48].
Electrochemical techniques are superior under these conditions as the oxidation
is localized to the interface at the working electrode. Over the course of a reaction,
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the continued polymerization coats the surface with a layer of increasing thickness.
It is the ability to grow films that enables a great deal of further testing and remains
a critical step in the synthesis of conducting polymer actuators. The electrochemical
process has become more popular for developing actuator as it is suitable to produce
PPy films and can control process parameters during synthesis. For electrochemical
synthesis aqueous electrolyte solution is preferred as water helps to capture the
reaction-released protons and prevents pyrrole from being protonated. The
comparison between chemical and electrochemical synthesis is shown in Table 1.3.
able 1.3. Comparison of chemical & electrochemical synthesis process .

Synthesis Process

Advantages

Disadvantages




Large Scale Production
Modify CP backbone
after synthesis






Prepare thin film
Ease & better control of
synthesis
Simultaneous
polymerization & film
formation



Che mical

Electrochemical






Complex synthesis
process
Can’t prepare thin
film
Difficult to modify
after synthesis.
Hard to separate
film from
substrate.

Further in electrochemical polymerization layer, by layer (LBL) polymerization
and deposition method has been used. It has been reported that the conductivity and
stability of the film synthesized by LBL method is increased as compared to the
continuous polymerization and deposition method [49]. In the present work layer by
layer electrochemical polymerization and deposition method is adopted to fabricate
the PPy actuator.

1.3.3

Factors affecting the Electroche mical Synthesis

The actuation characteristics and performances of PPy actuator is mainly depend on
the factors such as type of electrode materials, mobile ions and dopants, solvent
type, temperature and deposition techniques. This section covers the effect of each
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factor on the actuation and and improvements have been carried out to enhance the
actuation characteristics and electro-chemo- mechanical properties of PPy actuator.
1.3.3.1 Electrodes
PPy films can be electro-polymerised on a wide range of metal electrodes. Glassy
carbon, platinum (Pt) and gold (Au) are mostly used. However, Indium-tin oxide
(ITO) coated glass, Titanium (Ti), Aluminium (Al), mild steel, and brass, mercury,
tin-oxide and silver have also been tried [50]. In comparison with Pt electrode, the
oxidation potential of pyrrole is increased and current density reduced when Ti, Fe,
or Al are used. This is a consequence of metal-oxide film formation which impedes
electron transfer during electro polymerisation. Metals such as silver or aluminium,
which oxidise more readily than the pyrrole monomer, would obviously not be a
good choice. PPy films electro-polymerized on platinum or Gold (Au) have much
smoother surfaces when compared with PPy prepared on other electrodes. While the
cost of Pt is high, Gold is the most suitable material for use as electrode. The Gold
electrode is fabricated by using various coating methods like sputter coating, vapour
and vacuum deposition techniques. However the sputter coating techniques have
been used frequently; however, the expensive sputter targets increase the fabrication
cost to a significant extent. Unlike the sputter coating, vapour and vacuum
deposition techniques provide more uniform coating thickness at low cost, hence the
use of later one is explored in the current work to further minimized the fabrication
cost for developing high performance PPy actuator.
1.3.3.2 Method of Polymerization
Electrochemical deposition of polypyrrole can be achieved using controlled potential
or current densities. Low polymerization current density allows better alignment
of polymer chains, leads to high compactness of PPy, which might have slow down
transfer of ions and strain rate. Different current intensity leads to different
porosity which directly influences the conductivity and mechanical property [51]. It
has been observed that the polymerization process, and in particular the
polymerization potential, influences which ion dominates the actuation properties
[52]. With potentiostatic polymerization mainly cation-driven actuation was found
in both organic and aqueous electrolytes. To have movement of only one ion type
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(anions or cations with solvent molecules) at anodic or cathodic potentials to
dominate the actuation has been a major goal in the development of CP actuators.
The polymerization

techniques such

as

galvanostatic,

potentiostatic

and

potentiodynamic were used for synthesis and fabrication of PPy actuator [53].
However galvanostaic method is widely used as the deposition thickness is uniform
and PPy exhibits high stability due to applying the constant current density.
1.3.3.3 Temperature
Temperature of the electro-polymerization reaction has substantial influence on the
mechanical properties and electrical conductivity of PPy films. In general, PPy
polymerized at low temperature shows high stability and conductivity [54]. It is
important to note that polymerization at low temperature avoids any other
unpredictable side reactions that can occur at the same time during the
polymerization reaction. Further, the io nic mo ve me nt is in moder ate speed a t
low temperature, hence promoting a more ordered molecular structure of PPy, thus
improves the conductivity. To maintain the low temperature during synthesis, glove
box setup or low temperature box setup has been used, however these setups
increases the fabrication cost. It has been observed that PPy actuator synthesized in
room temperature may also exhibits high conductivity by proper tuning of other
synthesis parameters [55]. In the present work the synthesis and fabrication is
carried out in room temperature setup to further reduce the fabrication cost.
1.3.3.4 Mobile ions and Dopant Salt
The dopant plays the major role for exhibiting conductivity while their ions sizes
are solely contributed to the actuation strain in the PPy. Based on ionic movement,
the actuation may be cation or anion dominated while very few mixed ion
actuations based actuator has been reported so far [56]. Cation-dominated actuation
in PPy is more frequent which polymerized with large anion based readily available
dopant as reported in many papers [57]. Polypyrrole doped with dodecylbenzenesulfonate (PPy/DBS) and p-toluene sulfonic acid salt (PPy/PTS) are two
typical cation driven actuators as

can penetrate into the polymer while pTS and

DBS were unable to move due to large size [58]. It has been reported that the
actuation strain was observed to be linearly proportional to the size of the cation in
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cation dominated PPy [59]. From literature it has been seen that, the strain is
exceptionally high for few anion dominated actuation particularly in Ionic liquids
and TFSI derivative based dopant salts [60], however these dopants are expensive
and not readily available in market. The anion incorporated into the polymer
(counter ion) during synthesis has the greatest influence on the general properties of
the polymer and the thermal stability. The mixed ion actuation is generating
moderate to high strain with easily available low cost dopants like sodium or
lithium based DBS salts [61]. These actuators show good mechanical strength and
can operate for long time.
The polymers are molecular composites maintaining charge neutrality by
containing ions in the polymer backbone and with accompanying '' dopant'' counter
ions. During electrochemical synthesis, as a result of simultaneous oxidation and
polymerisation of the pyrrole monomer, the conducting form of the polymer with a
delocalized positive charge on the electron system is formed. The counter- ions used
as supporting electrolytes in electro-polymerisation should be very soluble in the
monomer solution,

chemically

inert (toward

the solvent or electrodes),

electrochemically stable at the redox potential of monomer. Therefore, easily
oxidisable anions with a lower oxidation potential than the monomer, such as iodide
or bromide, decrease the electro polymerisation efficiency or reduce the selectivity
for film formation [61]. In the present work DBS based dopant is used to develop
the high performance PPy actuator with low cost.
1.3.3.5 Solvent
For efficient electrochemical actuation, a solvent plays a major role as it facilitates
the ionic movement. It has been observed the PPy exhibits high strain in case of
organic solvents like propylene carbonate (PC), acetonitrile (ACN) and methyl
benzoate and ionic liquid based solvents [59]. However, high cost of these materials
and faster material degradation of PPy in organic solvents restricts their real time
applications. Further these solvents are suitable for certain electrolyte ions, hence
only uses for specific applications. Unlike these, the use of an aqueous deposition
medium would offer considerably larger selection of supporting electrolyte anions.
Although the conductivity and strain are moderate, PPy actuator synthesized with
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aqueous solvent shows life operating life and the actuation performances can be
further improved by proper tuning of synthesis conditions [59, 60, 62]. In the present
work deionized water is used as solvent for fabrication and actuation of PPy
actuator.

1.4 Limitations of PPy Actuator
Polypyrrole (PPy) exhibits many promising properties which make it suitable for
artificial muscle actuators, however delamination, slow response and creep are the
major reported reasons limits its real time application. It has been observed
multilayered PPy actuators have been widely used due to its higher mechanical
strength and bending strain however delamination is the major challenge in
multilayered actuator. Experimental evidences show that, delamination could occur
as a result of excess interfacial stress arising fro m thermal expansion mismatch or
strain mismatch during redox reactions [63]. PPy films electropolymerized on a
metal-coated surface usually extended onto the uncoated edges of the thin substrate,
forming a U-shaped enclosure, might play a pivotal role against delamination [64]. It
has been observed, any type of coating on a synthesized PPy film is prone to
delamination that initiates from the unenclosed edges, hence bilayered PPy strip
actuator and encapsulation on PPy layers may be mechanically vulnerable against
delamination. Therefore, simple trilayer configuration actuator is suitable for
mechanical bending application.
Another most common limitation is the slow response or low rate of actuation. It
is essential to understand the rate of actuation to design and develop a high
performance actuator. The rate of actuation depends upon the time required for
complete movement of ions from electrolyte to polymer chain during redox reaction
upon applying electric potential. It is believed that the ion transfer mechanism in
redox reaction is based on diffusion. The distance of ionic movement is directly
proportional to the square root of diffusion co-efficient by Fick’s law of diffusion. It
has been reported that the rate of actuation is lower in case of thick PPy film and
low actuation frequency. Further, the diffusion co-efficient is estimated
experimentally and evidences show the diffusion co-efficient depends upon the type
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of solvent, dopant ions and state of redox reactions [43]. Hence the response of the
actuator depends on thickness of the PPy layer and voltage scan rate [65]
Creep in Polypyrrole actuator during the operation is the common cause of
failure, which is believed due to material degradation and viscoelastic nature of
polymer. It has been noticed that PPy experiences material loss due to higher applied
operating voltage, high load and or highly acidic operating environment [66].
Although these issues can be easily overcome by proper tuning of actuation
parameters, creep due to viscoelasticity is unavoidable as it is the material property
of PPy. PPy exhibits loss of energy under applied load and the current behaviour is
influenced by the past hence it is a history dependent phenomenon. For dynamic
condition, it is essential to consider the viscoelasticity as under dynamic loading, the
modulus of the PPy actuator is varying over time, frequency and amplitude of
loading. The details of various models and their uses are discussed in the following
section.

1.5. Modelling of Polypyrrole Actuator
A key challenge for the designers of Polypyrrole actuator driven devices is the
prediction of the actuation response. Modelling of the PPy actuator not only is useful
as a design tool, but also can serve to understand the effects of different physical
properties, working environment and applied electric potential on the PPy actuator
performance. For real time applications of PPy actuator, it is essential to develop an
efficient model to study all possible dynamics of the PP y actuator prior to fabricate
the prototype. The modelling of PPy actuator is contributed by electrical, chemical
and mechanical parameters, hence various electro-chemo- mechanical model have
been developed in recent times.
A diffusive elastic model has been previously developed, that predicts the
electrical and mechanical behaviour of a thin film conducting polymer actuated in an
electrochemical cell [16]. The success of this model for polypyrrole suggested that
actuation is dominated by ion diffusion through an elastic and metallic polymer
matrix. In addition, this model highlighted the relationship between strain, charge
and time constants pertinent to polypyrrole actuation, which corresponds to the
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diffusion time into the polymer and the capacitive charging time of the polymer.
This model includes RC transmission line model analogous to trilayer actuator to
predict the electrical and chemical parameters effectively.
Then, the admittance transfer function model of polypyrrole has been developed
to predict the strain associated with electrolyte over the potential range in which
polypyrrole is highly conductive. The admittance is well described by treating the
polymer as a volumetric capacitance whose charging rate is limited by the
electrolyte resistance and by diffusion within polypyrrole. The admittance of the
circuit is analysed in frequency domain [67]. Later this model is extended to
estimate the total charge transfer as function of time and position of the actuator;
hence predict the strain more accurately.
Including this, various other models have been proposed to estimate the total
impedance associated with ion diffusion, double layer capacitance and charge
transfer resistance along with the accurate prediction of charge density and
electrochemical strain in time and frequency domain for various types of input
voltage [68-70]. From all these models, it has been observed that the resistances and
capacitances are not constant during the oxidation and reduction of the po lymer and
they depend on the local charge. This means that the electrical and ionic
conductivity and capacitance of the PPy are functions of local charge or voltage.
Hence for electrochemical modelling, RC transmission line based diffusive elastic
model is suitable for estimating the essential electrical parameters like surface
resistance, charge density and conductivity and chemical parameters like ionic
conductivity and diffusion co-efficient for wide range of voltage, frequency and
electrolytes. In the present work the similar method has been adopted to model the
dynamic bending of PPy actuator.
The strain obtained from electrochemical model acts as input to the mechanical
model and subsequently associated with mechanical strain and material properties
generate bending displacement. There are numerous bending models have been
proposed to study the bending performances and dynamics of the actuator. At first,
linear elastic bending models have been proposed for quasi-static mode operation in
air medium [67, 71-74]. In these predict the bending performances and reported that
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the increase of bending displacement with increase in voltage amplitude. However,
fails to predict the real time dynamics hence gained attention for further
improvement. Later the dynamic bending models have been developed for PPy
actuator for various applications like manipulation, propulsion and catheter system
[75-80]. The lumped-parameter model is developed and experimentally validated for
bending-type polypyrrole (PPy) actuators for use in improving their displacement
and force outputs. It has drawn an analogy between the thermal strain and the real
strain in the PPy actuators due to the volume change to set up the mathematical
model, which is a coupled structural/thermal type model. The ﬁnite element method
(FEM) is used to solve the model. The effect of propagation of the ion migration
into the PPy layers is mimicked with a temperature distribution model. Theoretical
and experimental results demonstrate that the model is practical and effective
enough in predicting the bending angle and bending moment outputs of the PPy
actuators quite well for a range of input voltages, and the PPy layer thicknesses. In
these models, constant elastic modulus has taken into consideration and Hamilton’s
method is used to develop the governing equation of motion. The bending dynamics
are estimated from the multimode solution methods and the tip velocity is obtained
from frequency response analysis. Though the bending dynamics and vibration can
estimate more accurately as compared to quasi-static model, fails to predicts the
creep behaviour and nonlinearities associated with the dynamic actuation of PP y. It
has been reported creep is one of the major limitations of PPy actuator. Besides PPy
is exhibited viscoelasticity, hence the modulus is not constant due to its intrinsic
viscous nature which needs to consider in modelling to develop a robust model to
predict the accurate position in dynamic condition.
There are various linear and nonlinear viscoelastic dynamic bending modelling
has been proposed [75,76,81]. Among popular viscoelastic models such as Maxwell,
Kelvin-Voight and Standard linear solid model, most of the models based on
Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic model due to its simple structure and easy calculation.
Though the viscoelastic behaviour is history dependent, the Kelvin-Voigt model
may not predict the variation in strain, modulus and creep behaviour accurately for
over a long operational time. To further improvement, Maxwell – Weiechert
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viscoelastic model has been used. The integral form of constitutive equation along
with Boltzmann’s time superposition principle can predict the viscoelastic behaviour
by considering the past history effectively. In recent times the nonlinear viscoelastic
dynamic bending modelling of PPy actuator has been developed for geometrically
nonlinear structure along with shear deformation principle [81].
Although there are numerous models have been developed for PPy actuator in
recent time, all of them are focused on air medium operation. There are very few
underwater bending model has been proposed however a comprehensive underwater
bending model is still a challenge. PPy actuators based biorobotic fins that are
designed to create and control forces like the pectoral fin of the bluegill sunfish. For
this application, trilayer bending actuators were used successfully to reproduce the
cupping motion of the sunfish pectoral fin by controlling the curvature of the fin's
surface. However, the speed of these large polymer films was slow, and must be
increased if the fin's shape is to be modulated synchronously with the fin's flapping
motion [82, 83]. At earliest, kinematic model PPy based camber foil is developed for
use in the propeller blade of an autonomous underwater vehicle. The model is based
on bilayer and linear actuator designs. This model predicts the camber angle
effectively however effect of hydrodynamic forces is not clear [84]. Underwater
swimming robots have been developed by using PPy actuator for estimating the
thrust and swimming speed by using linear hydrodynamic loading function.
However various hydrodynamic bending and propulsion models have been
proposed, the nonlinear effect due to underwater environment is still not clear. [8487]. In the present work, a comprehensive underwater visco-electro- mechanical
model for PPy actuator is developed to predict the real time underwater
performances.

1.6 Applications
Promising characteristic properties of the PPy actuator like; low operating voltage, large
bending deformation, ease of miniaturization, and light weight, distinguishes them from
the other class of active actuators. The low actuation potentials can be easily
implemented by simple control circuits and well suited to battery-operated devices. As a
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polymer, PPy can be easily designed into various shapes; their properties can be tailored
to a specific application by following different manufacturing process. The most
attractive feature of PPy is their ability to mimic the biological muscles with large
strain, stress and geometrical deformation, and inherent vibration damping. The use of
PPy actuators could eliminate the need for gears, bearings, and other components that
complicate the construction of micro-robots and other similar devices, which reduce the
cost and the weight.
In last two decades, PPy actuator based robots and robotics systems have been

used various sectors like medical, industry, aerospace, marine and defence [15, 33,
35, 82, 84-86]. Because of the similarity with artificial muscles, PPy actuator based
biomimetic miniaturized robots are attracting researchers particularly for defense
and medical application. While the shape and size plays major role in miniaturized
robots, PPy actuator is the potential candidate which can replaces the present
conventional actuator technologies to develop efficient miniaturize robotic system.
It has been observed PPy based robots and robotics systems have been used for
various applications like locomotion, planning and manipulations. As the nature and
biological systems are the most efficient systems, bio-inspired robotic system has
gained attention and recently various biomimetic robot such as insect inspired flying
robots, humanoids robot, soft robots have been developed for defence, security and
industrial applications [88-89].
Polypyrrole behaves as artificial muscle and exhibited biocompatibility, hence
suitable for biomedical applications. The biomedical applications could be further
divided into two categories, those where PPy as an anticorrosion coating applied on
metallic implants [90,50] and those where PPy films acting as a conducting substrate
to deliver electrical stimuli to cells to promote their proliferation or differentiation
rate. It has been found that PPy can be used for human primary osteoblasts which in
good agreement with the observations reported on human neural stem cells [91]. The
better biocompatibility was ascribed to the higher affinity between the cells and the
smooth surface of PPy. Later the design has been improved with multilayer strip
actuator on opposing sides of the catheter in order to achieve bidirectional bending
or circular motion is demonstrated [92].
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1.6.1 Application of PPy actuator in Unde rwater Medium
In recent times, there are considerable research has been carried out in design and
developing underwater propellers and propulsion system for autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUV). AUV technologies have been discussed, where mature methods
of swimming locomotion based on principles of steady state hydrodynamics have
already developed and are readily implemented analogous to the biological
swimming organism. Biomimetic fish- like propulsion has been developed by using
various smart material actuators [93]. However, high manoeuvrability, efficient and
quiet propulsion systems for real time application is still a challenge.
The low operating voltage, large bending displacement and high work density
makes the PPy suitable for underwater operation. Besides the PPy bimorph actuator
can analogues to body or fin undulation of biological fish, makes it suitable for
developing bio- inspired fish like efficient propulsion system. At first, Polypyrrole
actuator based crab like swimming robot is developed for various types of motion
however it could not operate other than propylene carbonate solution [83]. Then the
PPy based camber foil has been developed to use in propeller blade to effectively
change the camber angle [84]. Although few PPy actuator based underwater robots
have been developed, high fabrication cost, slow response, low life and efficiency of
PPy actuator restrict their use in real time applications . The present work is focused
on developing a low cost and efficient PPy actuator based swimming robot for real
time underwater applications.

1.7 Motivation of the Present Work
Natural muscles are highly evolved material systems that enable the production of
large deformations by repetitive molecular motions. There is currently no widely
used technology to replace natural muscle or developing synthetic muscles, which is
a strong motivation for the proposed research work.
Till date, Polypyrrole proved to be research-worthy and with tremendous
potential in biomimetic systems and robotics application. A key advantage is that it
requires very low actuating voltage of around
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V–

PZT actuator normally operates around

V. This eliminates the extra

mass and cost associated with the power electronics which makes the PPy actuator
based system compact and light weight. Again, PZT actuators are manufactured
with relatively small dimension due to high brittleness hence may lead to failure
under fatigue loading. While IPMC exhibits low bending displacement and strain to
the applied voltage, Magnetostrictive materials undergo huge hysteresis loss and
difficult to fabricate in actuator form. However, the large bending displacement at
relatively low voltages (

V –

V), high work density makes PPy actuator

suitable for underwater operation over other frequently used smart materials.
Even though, there are very less commercial applications of Polypyrrole as
actuator till date. One reason could be that, the technology is still new and the
working mechanism and its applications were not well explored; another reason is
that the expensive fabrication cost due to the expensive experimental setup, organic
solvents and ionic liquid based dopant salts and Platinum (Pt) or gold (Au)
conductive coating by sputter coating technique. Considering the range of
applications of these polymers, have great future potential to be used in defence,
aerospace, robotics and other research applications, but are limited due to the high
manufacturing cost. This motivates to use simple cost effective fabrication setup in
room temperature, water as solvent, easily available DBS based low cost salts and
vacuum coating technique for conductive coating with enhanced performances
shown research potential for PPy actuator. Hence the low cost high performance
PPy actuator to be used as an artificial muscle actuator particularly in real time
biomimetic robots and other artificial muscle applications.
Several studies have been carried out to find out the major limitation of the PPy
actuator are slow response and the creep effect which restrict the real time
applications of PPy actuator. Further, it has been observed the actuation
performances of the PPy actuators are greatly influenced by the working
environment. Hence the detailed research on effect of viscoelasticity and
hydrodynamic loading on PPy actuator helps to develop a rea l time underwater
actuator which will be suitable for various underwater applications like exploration,
pollution detection, scanning and surveillance etc.
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This motivates to develop a simple but robust empirical electro- visco- mechanical
hydrodynamic underwater actuation model for PPy actuator. As the viscoelasticity is
time- history dependent phenomenon, Weichert viscoelastic model along with
Boltzmann’s superposition principle can be used to predict the accurate dynamic
bending responses of PPy actuator with respect to amplitude and frequency of input
voltage. Literature shows very few mathematical models on underwater operation of
PPy actuator have been proposed, most of them are based on linear modelling.
However, a linear dynamic model is not enough to predict the underwater dynamics
of the PPy actuator because of its high flexibility due to low thickness and viscous
damping of fluid. Further, it has been observed that a little research has been carried
out to find out the nonlinear vibration responses viscoelastic PPy actuator in
quiescent viscous fluid domain.
Though development of a comprehensive model is still going on, factors such as
hydrodynamic responses, viscoelastic effect and nonlinearities have received less
attention in the previous work. This motivates the development of both linear and
nonlinear hydrodynamic model that is capable of better describing the behaviour of
Polypyrrole during underwater operation. The precise prediction of stable and
unstable zone of performance responses for an applied electric potential is important
for any miniaturize system utilizing PPy actuator. The vibration in the PPy actuator
causes due to both structural damping and fluid damping which plays the major role
for steady state operation. Hence a comprehensive model is essential to predict all
possible dynamics precisely, helps to develop the real time underwater actuator and
study the bending and hydrodynamic performances like thrust, speed and efficiency
for a wide range of input voltage, frequencies and working medium.
Smart materials are nowadays utilized successfully in robotics for their flexibility,
light weight, biocompatibility and low driving power with efficient locomotion.
Undulatory motion mechanism is one such mechanism which is followed by most of
the swimming organism, hence over few years various smart materials such as shape
memory alloy (SMA), electroactive polymers (EAPs) and piezoelectric materials are
used for developing undulatory robots. However, such robotic systems are not yet
used for real time application due to high cost and low life cycle. This motivates to
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develop an efficient undulatory robot by using a low cost high performance PPy
actuator which can be used for long operation hours for various underwater
applications like exploration, scanning and surveillance.

1.8 Objectives of the Present Work
The focused objectives of the present research work are outlined below along with
the specific contribution to the field of polypyrrole actuator. The main objectives are
stated below.
 Fabrication and characterization of Polypyrrole (PPy) with low cost
fabrication setup.
 Investigation and calculation of viscoelastic dynamic modulus and damping
of PPy actuator under electric potential.
 Performance quantification of PPy actuator in underwater environment under
DC and AC electric potential.
 Analyze the underwater hydrodynamic performances by developing a
transform form of equation for output bending displacement with input
electric potential.
 Study and analyze the linear and nonlinear vibration responses numerically
and experimentally for underwater operation of viscoelastic PPy actuator.
 Develop an underwater undulatory robotic mechanism using the fabricated
PPy and study the feasibility for underwater applications of PPy actuator
based robots.

1.9 Organization of the Thesis
The thesis consists of seven chapters, and is organized as follows:
First chapter deals with a brief introduction, actuation mechanism, synthesis and
applications of Polypyrrole (PPy) and PPy actuator followed by literature review.
Motivations of the present work, objectives and thesis organization are outlined in
this chapter. The details of fabrication procedure, thermal, electrical and mechanical
characterization of a PPy actuator are discussed in chapter two. The underwater
bending characterization and the hydrodynamic performances of PPy actuator are
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studied and analyzed in chapter three. In chapter four, a simple robust mathematical
model is developed using multimode approximation of a fixed-free Euler-Bernoulli
beam and the governing equation of motion of the actuator has been derived by
using the extended Hamilton’s principle incorporating viscoelastic dynamic modulus
to predict the underwater bending displacement and hydrodynamic performances
such as thrust in terms of input voltage and time. Including these, the linear vibration
responses, natural frequencies and damping ratio are also estimated and compared
with the experimental results. In continuation, the effect of nonlinear hydrodynamic
damping and fluid flow behaviour at the edges of the PPy actuator on the
performances and hydrodynamic loading behaviour are studied in chapter five. The
theoretical results have also been experimentally validated. Chapter six deals with an
application of PPy actuator in underwater swimming robot mechanism by
developing a tadpole like robot and analysed its motion during fish tail like
movement of the PPy actuator.
Finally, chapter seven provides the summary of the contributions of the thesis and
scope for future work.
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Fabrication and Characterization of Gold - Polypyrrole
Actuator

2.1 Introduction
Polypyrrole (PPy), a Conducting polymer has been recently used as actuator in various
applications as sensor and actuator.

PPy exhibits promising properties like

lightweight, flexibility, metal like conductivity and generate high strain with low
driving voltage. In order to develop an effective actuator for range of applications,
particularly in underwater or fluid medium, a key factor is the synthesis and
fabrication process of PPy which in turn determines its performances and life time.
Various methods, materials and technologies have been adopted to synthesize and
fabricate Polypyrrole based actuators with superior performance are found to be costly
because of expensive and complex tetrabutyl ammonium (TBA) and ionic liquids (IL)
based doping salts, organic solvents, low temperature fabrication setup, precious
metal like Platinum (Pt) for electrode and conductive coating by sputtering technique
etc. Further, slow response, low life cycle and creep are the major disadvantages that
limit its commercial applications. However, most of the recently developed
Polypyrrole actuator focused in air medium operation, while limited success has been
achieved for underwater applications as compared to other leading EAP based
actuators [6,15]. Therefore, modifying the synthesis and fabrication procedures may
enhance the performance of Polypyrrole actuator with reduced cost makes it suitable
for real time applications can be extended its operation in underwater medium as well.
In this chapter the proposed research objective is to develop a cost-effective high
performance PPy actuator suitable for efficient underwater operations. The particular
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works have been discussed step by step with schematic diagram and flow chart format.
The objectives of the present chapter as follows:


Fabrication of Polypyrrole (PPy) actuator where gold (Au) acts as the
conductive coating material.



Topographical analysis of properties of the developed Au-PPy actuator



Comparative study on various properties of the present Au-PPy with the
recently developed actuators.

For the fabrication of PPy actuator, electro-chemical polymerization and
deposition method is followed. Further, topographical characterizations have been
carried out by microscopic and morphological analysis, X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis, thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
tests and field transition infrared (FTIR) analysis is done to study the structural
properties of PPy actuator. The electro-chemical parameters were estimated by using
cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis
followed by stability analysis of the present actuator estimates the strain and cycle life
of the actuator. The details of the fabrication, characterization process with
experimental setup and materials used are discussed in the following section.

2.2 Fabrication of Polypyrrole Actuator
State-of-the-art studies show that several fabrication techniques like chemical
deposition, electrochemical deposition, vapour deposition and solution casting
method are available to synthesize and fabricate Au-PPy actuator. However, electrochemical polymerization and deposition technique is mostly acceptable method for
fabricating PPy actuator as it’s the most controllable and tuneable method over the
others.
In electrochemical polymerization, layer by layer deposition technique can be used
so the process can monitored and tuned the process parameters at each layer of
deposition to enhance the performance unlike the continuous deposition
electrochemical method [49]. Hence, in this work layer by layer electrochemical
deposition method is used for fabricating the PPy actuator. The flow chart of the
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fabrication process is shown in Fig.2.1 and the details of various steps starting from
the materials are described below.

Figure.2.1 Schematic diagram of Flow chart of fabrication process

Material Required: Monomer: Pyrrole (Py) (98% pure), Doping salt: Sodium
dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid (NaDBS) reagent grade, Solvent: MilliQ water, SPE:
commercially available PVDF membrane (110 𝜇𝑚 thickness). All the materials are
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Py was vacuum distilled and stored in cool and dark
place prior to use; other chemicals were used as received. Pure Gold (Au) (99.9%
purity) purchased from Tanishq, India for making conductive coating on PVDF
membrane. The flowchart for the fabrication process is given in Fig. 2.1 and the step-bystep procedure is described below.

Step 1: Pre-treatment of monomer and Surface preparation for coating
First cut 60𝑚𝑚 × 15𝑚𝑚 of rectangular size PVDF membrane from the roll and
placed in a cleaned glass plate. Both sides of the membrane are washed thoroughly in
deionized water, dried at room temperature and stored in clean glass box for 48 h prior
to the electrochemical synthesis.
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Pyrrole (Py), the monomer (𝐶4 𝐻5 𝑁) is a colourless volatile liquid that darkens readily
upon exposure to air. Prior to the experiment, the pyrrole double distilled and stored
in cool, dark and liquid Nitrogen (𝑁2 ) environment with nearly −10° C. The equipment
were used in this step are shown in Fig.2.2.

Figure 2.2 Equipments used in fabrication process (a) Vacuum double distillation setup (b)
Vacuum coating unit (c) Magnetic stirrer (d) Electrochemical setup

Step 2: Conductive Coating
The preliminary process of fabrication starts with making of the conductive coating
on PVDF membrane, act as working electrode and on which Polypyrrole (PPy) will
be deposited during electrochemical synthesis. This coating is an essential process as
it diminishes the voltage drop across the length of PVDF and ensures uniform
deposition of polymer during synthesis. The conductive coating material properties
had great impact on the stability of the deposited thin film and rate of the actuation as
well. While various conductive materials such as Platinum, Gold, Gold/Palladium
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alloy, Silver and Copper has been used frequently as coating material, pure gold
provides good conductivity and efficient actuation in good price. For coating, sputter
coating technique has been used frequently, where expensive sputter target(Platinum
and Gold/Palladium) and non-uniform coating in large surfaces are the major
disadvantages. Therefore vacuum coating techniques is followed, that reduce the
fabrication cost and developed pure gold based high conductivity coating on PVDF
surface. In comparison with low cost conductive material such as Silver and Copper,
Gold is most suitable for PPy actuator as both Ag and Cu particles interact with PPy
films involving a strong complex formation affecting its electrochemical behaviour.
Further, Gold coating is much less reactive, highly porous and exhibit higher contact
resistance than copper and silver which makes it suitable to maintain the uniform
conductivity, long term conductor with electrical contacts and allows faster ion
transfer without forming tarnishes in low operating voltage.
The dried PVDF membrane fixed in the work plate and 0.6 g of small pieces of
pure Au kept in tungsten filament inside the vacuum chamber of vacuum coating unit
(Vacuum Technologies Pvt. Ltd, Bangalore) and closed tightly. Then starts the
water flow and run the vacuum pump to achieve the required pressure inside the
chamber. When the pressure reached up to 106 bar, set the deposition thickness at
5000 𝐴° and slowly apply the voltage. It has been observed that the deposition starts
on 50 𝑚𝑉 with 30 𝑚𝐴 current and maintain the same upto the deposition thickness
reached at 5000 𝐴° . The final output obtained from this step is gold coated PVDF
membrane (Au-PVDF).

Figure 2.3 Microstructure of PVDF after Gold Coating
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The deposition thickness is monitored by the scale given in the top panel. For
avoiding the finger prints in the PVDF surface, the membrane should not be hold with
bare hands. The depositing voltage and current should maintain properly for avoiding
material loss due to melting as well as damaging of the PVDF membrane. From the
microstructure analysis shown in Fig.2.3, it has been observed that the deposition is
uniform with pore size of Au-PVDF membrane is 0.43 𝜇𝑚 approximately which is
nearly same as the PVDF (0.45 𝜇𝑚) before deposition.

Step 3: Electrochemical Setup
For electrochemical synthesis, the CHI 760D (CH Instruments Inc.) three electrode
electrochemical setup (CIF, IIT Guwahati) is used as shown in Fig. 2.4. The AuPVDF membrane suspended vertically on a three electrode electrochemical cell,

Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram for experimental setup of electrochemical synthesis

which acts as the working electrode on which Polypyrrole (PPy) get deposited while
glassy carbon is used as counter electrode where Ag/AgCl is used as reference
electrode. The other ends of the electrodes are connected to the corresponding ports
in Potentiastat/Galvanostat (Gamry 𝟑𝟎𝟎𝟎 series, Gamry Inc.) that connects the PC
and power source. The electrochemical solution: aqueous solution of 0.2𝑀 of NaDBS
(4.2 𝑔) and 0.2𝑀 of Pyrrole (0.78 𝑚𝑙) in 60 𝑚𝑙 of MiliQ water prepared separately.
The molar concentration of monomer and dopant maintained at 1: 1. The complete
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synthesis process carried out at room temperature i.e 22℃ − 30℃. Unlike the use of
expensive salt and solvents, higher concentration of pyrrole (Py) monomer and
NaDBS in deionised water is used here to develop the Au-PPy actuator.

Step 4: Eletro-chemical Polymerization and Deposition
A constant current density of 0.15 𝑚𝐴/𝑐𝑚2 is applied for 3 ℎ and during the
deposition the working and counter electrode potential was monitored carefully. After
3 ℎ, the working electrode is taken out from the solution and washed with distilled
water for several times and reused in freshly prepared solution maintaining the same
parameters for further synthesis. Unlike continuous depositions for 15 ℎ, the process
is continued until five individual layer depositions are made.
Step 5: Post – Synthesis and Final Product
The PPy deposited Au-PVDF membrane is taken out from the solution, washed
several times with distilled water removing the bulk polymerization of PPy. In the
following, the final product output is the PPy-Au-PVDF-PPy sheet dried at room
temperature for 48 ℎ, prior to characterization of the actuator. The step by step
fabrication process and output of each step is shown below in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1 Step by step process for fabrication of Au-PPy actuator

Steps

Processes

Details

Output

PVDF membrane of
Sizing Solid
Polymer
Electrolyte (SPE)
S -1

60𝑚𝑚 × 15𝑚𝑚

cut

from the roll, washed
with de-ionized water to
removing

impurities

and dried.
Pyrrole double distilled
Pre - Treatment

and stored in cool, dark
and 𝑁2 environment
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Au – PVDF
S-2

Conductive

Pure gold coated on

Coating on PVDF both sides of PVDF by
vacuum coating tech.
Separately

prepared

Electrochemical setup

aqueous solution of Py
Preparation:
S-3

Electro -chemical
Solution and
setup

slowly mixes into the
aq.solution of NaDBS
in a 3-electrode cell.
Au-PVDF,

vertically

suspended into solution
and other end connected
to potentiostat with PC.
Redox Reactions

Electrochemical
reaction and
Polymerization

Py – e- --- Py+
NaDBS ---- Na+ +

Py Py
PyDBS DBS

DBSThe pyrrole cation and

S–4

DBS

anion

continuously deposited
Deposition

on Au-PVDF for nearly

st

1 Layer PPy deposition

3 h then repeat it 4 times
in separately prepared
fresh solution.
Washed
Post-Synthesis
S-5

Treatment and
Final product

thoroughly

with distilled water and
obtained
–

Polypyrrole

(Au-PPy)

trilayer

Gold

actuator
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2.3. Characterization of the Gold - Polypyrrole Actuator
In this section, the topological, electrical and mechanical characterizations of PPy/AuPVDF/PPy trilayer actuator are discussed. The topological characterization involves
the measurement of conductivity, deposition thickness, EDX analysis, XRD analysis,
FTIR analysis of surface morphology. The thermal characterization includes the DSC
and TGA analysis while in mechanical characterization the DTMA analysis, stress –
strain analysis and estimation of viscoelastic modulus of Au-PPy actuator in wet
condition. The equipment used for characterization and detail of the characterization
processes are described in the following section.

2.3.1 Topographical Characterization
In this section the surface morphology of Polypyrrole (PPy) along with the
components present in the PPy layers are analysed. The surface morphology, chemical
structure and chemical bonds are present in PPy chain is primarily affect the essential
properties

like

conductivity and strain. Various types

of topographical

characterization techniques followed in the present work are described in the
following section.
2.3.1.1 Microstructure Analysis
The morphology of the PPy-DBS synthesized can be analyzed by investigating the
microstructure of the PPy surface, ion content in the PPy film, chemical structure of
the electrochemically polymerized PPy film, the intensity of the ions and bonds
between various elementary particle and diffraction angle. The details of various
analysis are discussed below.
The surface morphology of the PPy surfaces and ion contents in the polymerized
PPy film along with penetration depth are studied by using ƩIGMA Field Emission
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Figure.2.5 Equipment used for microstructure analysis

Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) equipped with energy dispersive x-ray
(EDX) (Model: Carl Zeiss NTS GmbH) analyser. The experimental setup is shown
in the Fig.2.5.
The microstructure of Au- PPy film surface obtained from FESEM analysis is
shown in Fig 2.6. It is observed that the PPy surface is compact, globular, uniform
and smooth as shown in Fig.2.6 (a). The size of the globules is approximately 0.3 𝜇𝑚
and uniformly present in the surface as shown in Fig. 2.6 (b). There is no significant
large bumps and discontinuity present in the surface unlike the PPy film synthesized
with propylene carbonate.

(a) Microstructure of PPy-DBS surface

(b) High resolution Microstructure of PPy-DBS
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(c) Microstructure of PPyDBS cross section
Figure.2.6 FESEM analysis of Polypyrrole film surface and cross section

The surface is porous and the particles are uniforms distribute which enhances the
accessibility for electrolytes and subsequently enhance the actuation performances,
conductivity and strain. The cauliflower like surface pattern is similar to the PPy film
synthesized with TBA based salt and methyl benzoate solvent at low temperature
range(< 0℃) [94]. It is believed that, higher monomer (Pyrrole) and salt (NaDBS)
concentration in water and layer by layer electrochemical deposition produce PPy
with improved performances in comparatively at low cost.
The uniform thickness of PPy layer can be clearly visible from cross sectional view
of actuator as shown in Fig.2.6 (c). The total thickness of trilayer actuator is
approximately 150 𝜇𝑚 where each layer of PPy is approximately20 𝜇𝑚. However,
the deposition thickness of PPy layer was 23 𝜇𝑚 on both sides, PPy layers penetrates
into the Au-PVDF membrane by approximately 2-3 𝜇𝑚 due to high porosity of AuPVDF. Due to this penetration, the DBS anions are more close to the PPy chain and
hence may enhances the rate of transfer could lead to higher strain.
Subsequently EDX analysis shows the ions content in the PPy surface and cross
section as shown in Fig.2.7. It is clearly observed that the surface of PPy film primarily
contained carbon (C) and sulphur (S) which is believed to be present due to PPy and
DBS respectively. Including this nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) both are present
significantly while sodium (Na) is present in traces as shown in Fig.2.7 (a). While
presence of Nitrogen and oxygen is due to PPy and DBS, sodium (Na) ions are trapped
during polymerization because it cannot move easily due to its bulky size. Although
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the actuation here dominates by 𝐷𝐵𝑆 − due to its small size, small amount of 𝑁𝑎+
might also move during actuation.

(a) EDX analysis of PPy-DBS surface (b) EDX analysis of PPy-DBS cross section
Figure.2.7 EDX analysis of PPy-DBS surface and cross section

This is one of the primary reasons that the higher concentration of NaDBS generates
high strain due to movement of both dominating anions and small amount of cations.
The cross section of the actuator contains same elements present in surface and
including this Fluorine (F), Gold (Au) and Nickel (Ni) are also present because of AuPVDF film. It is also observed that the entire surface elements are present in the cross
section confirms the penetration of PPy layer into the PVDF as discussed in
microstructure analysis. The nature of EDX analysis curve is similar and has good
agreement with the earlier published results [94].
2.3.1.2. FTIR and X-Ray Diffraction Analysis
The chemical structure of the polymerized PPy film can be studied by using X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD) Analysis while the presence of various functional groups in the
raw materials is studied by using Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR).
These studies helps to study the nature of PPy film and bonds present in PPy which
later helps predict the conductivity of PPy film.
The experimental setups are used for XRD (Model: Seifert XRD 3003 PTS)
analysis and FTIR (Model No.: IRAffinity-1; Make: M/s Shimadzu, Japan)
analysis shown below in Fig.2.8.
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Figure.2.8 Equipments used for (a) XRD and (b) FTIR analysis

X-ray diffraction curve of PPy film is show in Fig.2.9. Three major characteristics
diffraction peaks of Au-PPy are observed at 38.15°, 44.3°, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 64.45° which are
corresponding to the crystal faces of (111), (200), 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (220). The broad peak is
characterize its amorphous nature due to the scattering from PPy chains at the interplanar spacing [95-97].

Figure.2.9 XRD analysis of Polypyrrole thin film

In fact, it shows the characteristics of face centred cubic (FCC) structure and validated
that Au-PPy exhibited good conductivity property. The characteristics diffraction
peak of PPy membrane at 2𝜃 ≈ 24° is in good agreement with the previous results
[95].
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Figure.2.10 FTIR analysis of Polypyrrole thin film

The peaks at 820 𝑐𝑚−1 are attributed to C–H. The characteristic peaks at
1558.4 𝑐𝑚−1 and 1487 𝑐𝑚−1 correspond to the C=C stretching, whereas peaks at
1685.7 𝑐𝑚−1 and 1315.4 𝑐𝑚−1 represent C=N and C–N bonds respectively as shown
in Fig.2.10. The occurrence of small peaks at 2800 𝑐𝑚−1 is assigned to be the presence
of N–H stretching vibrations. The peaks observed in the present work match well with
the results available in the literature [95-97] confirming the formation of Polypyrrole

2.3.2 Thermo-Mechanical Analysis (TMA)
Thermo-mechanical analysis of the actuator is necessary relating to the temperature
fluctuation in underwater condition affecting performances and the thermal stability
of the actuator.
Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) and Differential Scanning Calorimetric (DSC)
analysis are carried out to investigate the thermal behaviours and also the effect of
temperature on the PPy performances. TG and DSC measurements are carried out by
NETZSCH STA 449 F3, Jupiter® instrument as shown in Fig.2.11.
PPy actuator is cut into small pieces to provide a suitable sample size of about 5 −
10 𝑚𝑚. TG and DSC curves are recorded on wet PPy actuator at a heating rate of
10° 𝐶/𝑚𝑖𝑛 under Argon atmosphere (60 𝑚𝑙/𝑚𝑖𝑛) from room temperature (15℃) to
300℃ (TG curves) and 250℃.
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Figure.2.11 Photograph of DSC and TGA Equipment

The TGA curve of wet PPy film is shown in Fig. 2.12. The solid line represents the
percentage of mass loss where the dashed line represents the first derivative (DTG)
curve.

Figure 2.12 TGA Curve of wet Polypyrrole film

Thermal behaviour of PPy-DBS follows the decomposition proceeded in two stages
which are correspond removal of DBS anion and rest of structure decomposition,
respectively. The removal of DBS anion is an exothermic process. The average peak
temperatures of exothermic reaction (removal of DBS anion) is nearly 220℃ . The
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mass loss occurs at two stage in the range of 200℃ − 250℃. The thermogravimetric
analysis confirms that the PPy-DBS exhibits higher thermal stability, hence this
suggested the better performance of the PPy-DBS actuator in underwater medium
Fig. 2.13 shows the DSC thermographs of PPy membrane in wet condition. DSC
thermograph for PPy shows a strong endothermic peak near 88ºC as glass transition
temperature (Tg), and another peak near 143ºC as crystallization temperature.

Figure. 2.13 DSC Curve for wet PPy film

Thermal transition above 200℃ may be associated with the thermal degradation of
the PPy film. The exothermic peak near 270ºC indicates the melting point of PPy.
2.3.3 Electrical Characterisation
The electrical parameters such as surface resistance of PPy and PVDF, charge transfer
resistance and conductivity were determined experimentally. The electrochemical
actuation and strain primarily depend upon these electrical parameters.
The electrical conductivity of the material is a measure to their ability to pass
electricity. The electrical conductivity is known as a basic requirement for many
applications for polypyrrole including actuators. The actuation performance is
improved when the polymer has higher conductivity [47, 43] that can be modified by
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varying polymerization parameters such as current density, temperature and dopant.
The conductivity of the PVDF (𝛾𝑃𝑉𝐷𝐹 ) and PPy layer (𝛾𝑃𝑃𝑦 ) was measured by the
digital multimeter (45CF Meco Pvt. Ltd.). The film conductivity is estimated by
taking average of all individual conductivity recorded at numerous points on the film.
In present study the conductivity of the PPy film is estimated as 136 𝑆/𝑐𝑚, close
to the conductivity obtained from TBA based dopants [43]. The electrical conductivity
of present actuator is compared with actuator developed with various dopant, solvent
and temperature range as shown Fig.2.14.

Figure.2.14 Conductivity and strain of PPy actuator with various dopant and solvent

This is observed that the conductivity of the PPy actuator with water as solvent is
nearly same with the PPy actuator fabricated by using ionic liquid (IL) and propylene
carbonate (PC) or acetonitrile (ACN) as doping agent and solvents [43,47,50]. Then
the charge transfer resistance, is estimated using the current passed through the
actuator when it is applied with a constant voltage and obtained as
8.4 × 103 𝛺 (for the actuator with a length of (𝐿 = 35 𝑚𝑚).
The resistance of the gold-coated PVDF layer is first measured in wet condition
while immersed in electrolytic solution, where the resistance of PPy is measured by a
multimeter. The resistance of individual element of PPy and PVDF layer obtained by
using [68] the Eq.2.1
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2ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑦

𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑦 = 𝑊∗𝛾

𝑃𝑃𝑦

and 𝑅𝑃𝑉𝐷𝐹 = 𝑊∗ℎ

1

𝑃𝑉𝐷𝐹 ∗𝛾𝑃𝑉𝐷𝐹

(2.1)

Where 𝛾𝑃𝑉𝐷𝐹 and 𝛾𝑃𝑃𝑦 is the conductivity of the Au-PVDF and PPy respectively and
ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑦 is the height of the PPy layer.
2.3.4 Electrochemical Characterization
Electrochemical characterization is an essential for PPy actuator as it involves the
study of electrochemistry behind the actuation mechanism and quantifies the
electrochemical actuation performance parameters. Here, the electrochemical
characterization is carried out through cyclic voltammetry and impedance
spectroscopy method to estimate the range of actuation voltage and frequency
respectively. Besides, the primary actuation parameters like rate of charge transfer,
current density and performance such as electrochemical strain and cycle are also
estimated to study and validate the present actuator.
2.3.4.1 Cyclic Voltammetry and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy
For cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) the
actuator was vertically dipped in an electrochemical cell containing aqueous NaCl
solution. One end of the actuator is fixed and placed between two gold coated
electrode plates acts actuator holder and connected to the Data Acquisition system (NI
Instruments Inc.) and Potentiostat (Gamry Inc.) for providing input voltage and
works in two electrode mode operation respectively. In two electrode mode operation,
one layer of PPy is connected with working electrode while other layer is connected
to counter and reference electrode to the potentiostat. For CV experiment the actuator
sweeps between −1𝑉 to +1𝑉 with 50 𝑚𝑉/𝑠 scan rate where the EIS experiment was
conducted with the same voltage amplitude for a range of frequencies 0.1 to 5𝐻𝑧.
This experiment is useful to predict and analyze various important electrochemical
parameters like charge transfer rate, diffusion co-efficient and strain at various
amplitude and frequencies of input voltage. Fig.2.15 shows the CV curve for PPy
actuator for various actuation cycles. The cyclic voltagram, from which the oxidation
(doping) and reduction (de-doping) potential peaks as well
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Figure 2.15 Cyclic Voltagram of Polypyrrole-DBS Actuator

as the voltage range for real time application can be identified. The operational voltage
should not be less than 1.3 𝑉 for fully oxidation and reduction of actuator as oxidation
and reduction peaks roughly estimated as +0.4 𝑉 and −0.08 𝑉.
The peak values are shifted according to the voltage range used but the oxidation
peak stabilize at 0.60 𝑉 even increasing in voltage. The range of redox peak is nearly
0.48 𝑉, hence the minimum voltage required for actuation of PPy-DBS actuator is
0.48 𝑉. But the oxidation curve extends up to +0.69𝑉while the reduction curve
terminates at −0.60 𝑉. The electrochemical strain increases during oxidation and
decreasing during reduction as it depends upon the charge density. The EIS of PPy
trilayer actuator is shown in Fig.2.16, where the frequency response of the impedance
is analysed. On applying a sinusoidal voltage of 1.3 𝑉 amplitude and frequency range
10−2 to 10−4 Hz, the frequency response of magnitude and phase of impedance is
measured. The magnitude of impedance abruptly decreases after 102 Hz while the
phase and distortion keep increasing. Thus it is found that the PPy actuator can
effectively work with a broad bandwidth of 0.01 Hz to 100 Hz.
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Figure 2.16 The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of PPy actuator

2.3.4.2 Electrochemical strain and stability
The electrochemical actuation characteristics like strain and stability of the actuator
are important properties which primarily enhances the performances of the actuator.
The strain obtained from various sweeping cycles is shown in Fig.2.17. It has been
observed that the maximum strain is obtained in the first cycle is nearly 6% which is
close to the natural muscle however less than the strain obtained from TFSI based
salts [31, 33]. At higher strain, stability of the PPy actuator deteriorates in a faster rate
as compared to moderate strain as the actuator experience strain hardening and creep.
From the results it can be concluded that the strain in PPy actuator is decreasing with
increase in cycle numbers. In TFSI doped PPy, the strain decreases from 16% at first
cycle to below 5% in just 25 cycles [43] and the rapid decrease in strain leads to
degradation of electro activity and failure of the actuator. However, in the present
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Figure.2.17 Actuation strain of PPy trilayer over actuation cycles

case the rate of decreasing in strain is less as compared to the former one, hence the
stability may be increased that makes it suitable for real time application
2.3.5 Mechanical Characterization
Mechanical properties such as elastic modulus and tensile strength of the PPy trilayer
actuator in wet condition are estimated. The mechanical properties are obtained from
tensile test. Prior to the experiment the actuator was dipped in aqueous NaCl solution
for 24 h. Dynamic-mechanical analysis (DMA) of the PPy actuator is carried out in
wet condition.

Figure.2.18. Experimental setup for Dynamic Mechanical analysis of PPy actuator
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The DMA test is conducted in open environment in tensile mode in an EXSTAR
TMA/SS 6000 instrument (SII Seiko Instruments Inc). The experimental setup is
shown in Fig.2.18. The frequency of applied load is taken as 0.1 Hz while the heating
rate is kept constant at 2°C/min for DMA experiment.
The modulus of the PPy actuator is one of the important parameter for analysing
the mechanical properties of the actuator. The storage (𝐸 ′ ) and loss modulus (𝐸 ′′ )
along with the loss factor (𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝛿) of the PPy actuator are obtained from the DMA
analysis in the temperature domain with steady increase of time. From Fig.2.19 (a) it
has been clearly showed that the storage and loss factor varies with temperature.

(a) Viscoelastic storage modulus and Loss
factor

(b) Viscoelastic loss modulus of PPy
actuator

Figure.2.19 Dynamic mechanical analysis of PPy Actuator

The maximum storage modulus is obtained nearly 284 MPa, loss factor is nearly
0.023 while the maximum loss modulus is obtained up to 7 MPa in the temperature
range of 25℃ − 130℃ which makes it suitable for underwater operation.
The relatively flat regions in low temperature zone correspond to the glassy state of
polymer. The glassy transition starts from the peak (85℃) where the curve initially
bend downward. Beyond this point, the modulus decreases rapidly as shown the stiff
drop of the curve which results from softening and rubbery form of the PPy. Again
the modulus will increase after the crystallization of PPy. As the actuator operates in
underwater medium the specific temperature range has been focused here. The glass
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transition temperature is found in the range of 85℃ −90℃ which is very close to the
value obtained in DSC analysis. The peak maximum of loss modulus corresponds to
the beginning of segmental motion of polymer chain, which eventually causes
damping in PPy. The loss factor peak represents the longer-range cooperative
molecular motion in PPy which is consistent with rubbery flow and permanent
deformation due to conjugated PPy structure.
The stress – strain curve is obtained from the tensile test is shown below in Fig.2.20.
During relaxation, the actuator losses energy, hence the gap created between the
loading and relaxation curve. The area under the curve in the stress strain diagram
confirms its viscoelastic property.

Fig.2.20 Stress-strain Curve for PPy actuator

The tensile strength of wet PPy is estimated nearly to be 32 MPa. The stiffness is
reduced significantly upon immersion in the fluid as compared to dry PPy-DBS [98].
Soaking also leads to a 14 % strain and 25 % increase in mass over the first 8 h. The
decrease in stiffness suggests that polypyrrole is being plasticized by the solvent,
which likely forms hydrogen bonds with the polypyrrole backbone.
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Work density is another important property of PPy actuator to quantify the
performance. The work density of the PPy actuator for each cycle can be estimated
by using the mathematical expression [43] as shown in Eq.2.2
𝑊𝑑 =

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒(𝐽)
𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑚3 )

= 𝜎𝜀

(2.2)

Where 𝜎 is the applied stress and 𝜀 is the strain generated from actuation. The work
density of the present actuator is estimated over a range of stress and it is found that
with increasing stress, the work density increases up to the breaking stress point and
after that it decreases as shown in Fig.2.21. The breaking stress of the present actuator
is near to 9 MPa and the maximum work density occurs at this point as 84 𝑘𝐽/𝑚3 , is
improved as compared to the existing actuators [43].

Figure 2.21 The work density of the PPy actuator

The characteristics properties of the present PPy actuator are obtained during
experiment are summarized below in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Characteristics properties of the fabricated PPy actuator

Parameters

Experimental Value
6%

Electrochemical Strain

1.3 V and 1 Hz

Actuation Voltage
Conductivity

136 S/cm

Charge transfer resistance

8.4 × 103 𝛺
270°𝐶

Melting Point

8 – 10 ℎ

Electrochemical Stability

7 MPa

Viscoelastic Loss Modulus
Viscoelastic storage Modulus

284 MPa
0.023

Loss Factor
Tensile strength

32 MPa

Breaking Stress

9 MPa
83 𝑘𝐽/𝑚3

Work density

2.4 Summary
The layer by layer electrochemical decomposition method is followed for synthesis
and fabrication of Polypyrrole trilayer actuator for underwater operation.
Experimental study is carried out to characterize the electro-chemical, thermal and
visco-mechanical of PPy trilayer actuator.
Topographical features are examined by scanning electron microscope suggested
that there is uniform deposition of PPy-DBS over the gold coated PVDF film and also
confirm adequate bonding between the PPy (Polymer) and PVDF (Electrolyte) layer.
Also, SEM images show that PPy layers were penetrated through PVDF membrane
up to 2𝜇𝑚 − 3 𝜇𝑚. Further, morphological studies of the fabricated PPy show no
crack formation in the micro-structure (with 2kX magnification). XRD analysis
confirms that deposited PPy-DBS layer is polycrystalline in nature without any
unwanted phase formation. In fact, it shows the characteristics of face-centred cubic
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(FCC) structure validates that PPy layers have perfect conductivity property. DSC and
TGA tests of the developed PPy confirm improved thermal stability to suitable for
underwater operation.
The electrical conductivity results of the PPy film shows the conductivity of the
PPy film is significantly increased upto 136 𝑆/𝑐𝑚. The optimal operating voltage
amplitude is 1.3 V and frequency 1 Hz for the PPy actuator is estimated from the CV
experiment and EIS analysis. The present actuator shows significantly high
electrochemical strain of 6% and improved stability, may be due to the high
concentration of monomer and salt.
The modulus of the PPy actuator is estimated from the DMA is 284 MPa while the
tensile strength is 32 MPa. The stress strain curve shows the energy loss which
confirms the viscoelastic property of the PPy. It has been noticed the modulus is
changing over temperature and time. The tensile strength and work density of the PPy
actuator is makes it suitable for underwater operations.
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Characterization
and
Evaluation of Gold-Polypyrrole Actuator

Performance

3.1 Introduction
Polypyrrole actuator has gained attention to use in underwater medium due to its
promising properties of large bending displacement and high work density with low
driving voltage. In addition to this, light weight, flexibility and biocompatibility
make it suitable to develop miniaturized underwater systems particularly bioinspired propulsion mechanism and biomimetic robots. Past researchers proved that
various smart materials such as SMA, IPMC, DE and PZT including CPs were used
to develop underwater actuator propulsor [99-111]. However, an efficient versatile
underwater actuator propulsor for real time application is highly desirable. In order
to develop a realistic actuator, the hydrodynamic performances of the actuator need
to be improved.
This chapter focuses on the hydrodynamic characterization of the PPy actuator in
underwater environment and estimates the hydrodynamic performances to study the
feasibility of the present actuator. The hydrodynamic bending and performances of
the actuator estimated for both DC and AC electric potential to study the quasi static
and dynamic behavior of PPy actuator. The hydrodynamic loading and its effect on
bending displacement, thrust generated, power consumption and efficiency of the
present PPy actuator are the important aspect of this chapter. Beside, the tip velocity,
bending frequency, vibration in PPy actuator while operate in underwater medium
were determined experimentally to study the feasibility of the actuator. Finally
estimate the life cycle of the actuator and compared the performances with published
results to show its feasibility for underwater operations.
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3.2. General Experimental Techniques
In this section the details of the actuator configuration, equipments and methods
were used necessary for hydrodynamic characterization and estimating the hydrodynamic performances of the PPy actuator has been discussed in details.
3.2.1 Actuator Configuration
In the present work, the rectangular trilayer strip actuator having dimension
35𝑚𝑚 × 8𝑚𝑚 × 0.15 𝑚𝑚 is used for underwater experiment. One end of the
actuator is fixed and placed in between copper electrode plates while the other ends
free to move. The copper electrodes are used to supply electric voltage to the
actuator. The electrode and the electrical connection shielded properly and ensure
leakage proof as the actuator operates inside the fluid medium. The details of the
experiments and experimental setup are discussed in the following section.
3.2.2 Underwater Bending Experiment
The underwater bending experiment is carried out in both quasi static and dynamic
mode by applying DC and AC voltage respectively. The schematic diagram of inhouse experimental setup is used with DC voltage supply are shown in Fig.3.1.

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram for experimental setup of underwater experiment
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For the underwater environment an artificial open face glass tank is fabricated
having the dimension of 75 × 60 × 60 𝑐𝑚3 . Here, the experiments were conducted
in quiescent water having zero flow velocity and the height of water level in tank is
up to 45 cm. The actuator with the holder setup is placed inside the tank where the
actuator is located 15 cm below the free water surface. The real time bending
experiment photograph is shown below in Fig.3.2.

Figure 3.2 Photograph of real time bending experiment under DC voltage

At first the quasi static bending experiment is conducted on applying DC voltage by
the DC power supply (0 − 32 V, 0 − 2 A) and the bending displacement is recorded
using digital camera (Maker: Sony, RX 110). The camera is connected to PC and
use the ImageGrab software to estimate the hydrodynamic parameters. The bending
displacement is recorded for a range of voltages starting from 0.6 V to 2 V with a
step size of 0.2 V
For the dynamic condition, similar experimental setup is used along with the
function generator to convert DC to AC voltage and laser sensor to detect the
bending displacement as shown in Fig.3.3. The fixed end is connected with voltage
source which is connected to the function generator (Sony/Tektronix AFG 320) and
PC. A rotational laser vibrometer (RLV-5500, Polytec, GmbH) is used detect the
bending displacement along with the high speed camera (SONY RX 110) with
ImageGrab software. The bending experiment is recorded with high speed camera of
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100 fps to study the bending motion of the PPy actuator. In dynamic bending,
sinusoidal voltage is applied to the actuator exhibiting continuous bending in both sides.

Figure 3.3 Schematic diagram of underwater bending experiment with AC voltage
The laboratory bending experiment of PPy actuator under AC voltage is shown in Fig.3.4.

Figure 3.4 Photograph of bending experiment under AC voltage
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The frequency response of bending displacement is analysed to estimate the tip
velocity and bending frequency. The underwater bending displacement is recorded
for 1.3 V of amplitude for a range of frequencies of 0.1 Hz ~ 10 Hz.
In the follow up of bending experiment, the actuator tip force is measured for
both DC and AC voltage is acting the same experimental setup along with a pointed
needle in connection with a physical balance (maker: Sartotius, model: BSA2245CW). The force measurement experimental setup is shown in Fig.3.5. Before
applying voltage at the fixed end of the actuator, the other end (free end) is just
allowed to touch the digital measuring balance and the initial reading is set to zero at
time t = 0. A PPy actuator of size 30 × 8 × 0.15 𝑚𝑚3 is experimented to measure
the tip force. Voltage is applied gradually (not the step input) and the tip force is
measured for an input of 0.5 V − 2 V. The simillar setup is used for estimating the
force under AC voltage with the same parameters used for bending experiments. The
behaviour of force is studied under various frequencies of input voltage.

Figure.3.5 Schematic diagram for tip force measurement of PPy actuator
3.2.3 Experimental Method for Hydrodynamic Performances
The primary hydrodynamic performance is the thrust force for any underwater
system. The other performances like speed, power consumption and efficiency
primarily depend upon the thrust force and measured from thrust experiment also.
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The thrust measurement is carried out in two main steps i.e. calibration and
actuation. Further the calibration is done before and after the actuation to ensure the
actuator starts working from zero deflection point and maintain the equilibrium
position with appropriate boundary conditions. It is ensured that the pre and post
calibration data necessary to be approximately constant and identical even with
minor disturbances. This leads to determination of the equilibrium position from the
average of pre and post calibration data after each actuation cycle. Following the
pre-calibration, the AC voltage supplied to the actuator for actuation by using
voltage source and the amplitude and frequency is regulated by using LabVIEW
module software.
A 10 g load cell (FC 2311, TE Connectivity) was used to measure the thrust
force of the PPy actuator operates in underwater medium. The load cell was
connected to a data acquisition system (National Instruments), where the time and
force of the propulsor were measured and recorded. The propulsor was placed
horizontally in water tank and connected to the load cell, via an extensor, as shown
in Fig.3.6. The load cell force value was set to zero, thus eliminating the force
contributions of gravity.

Figure.3.6 Schematic diagram of experimental setup for measuring thrust
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Once the proper setup is complete, the voltage applied in varying amplitude and
frequencies to record the data. For actuation of the PPy actuator, 1.3 V of potential
is applied as the PPy actuator exhibits optimum and stable bending as explained in
chapter 2. The frequency of excitation is varying from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz to estimate
the optimum frequency for generating high thrust force and correlated the thrust
with bending displacement and tip force. The experimental data is collected when
the actuator reaches its steady-state equilibrium position, eliminating transient data
from the experimental data set. More number of actuation cycles was recorded by
measuring each cycle for 10 s and recorded the data. In the underwater bending, the
tip deflection of the actuator primarily depends upon the actuator dynamics and
hydrodynamics, as the hydrostatic pressure effects cancel out. Therefore the tip
displacement can be used to calculate the mean thrust of the actuator. Further the
other hydrodynamic parameters like drag and mass co-efficient are also estimated
from the experiment. The equipments were used in underwater bending experiment
for the present study is shown below Fig.3.7.

(a) Oscilloscope (b) Voltage Source (c) Data Acquisition System (d) Load Cell
Figure.3.7 Equipments used for hydrodynamic characterization of the PPy actuator
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3.3 Results and Discussion
In this section the results obtained from the underwater bending experiment in quasi
static and dynamic condition are analyzed and discussed in details. The
hydrodynamic performances like speed, effectiveness, power consumption,
operating life cycle etc are studied and compared with the literature showing the
feasibility of the present actuator for underwater actuations. The frequency response
analysis along with vibration and damping of the actuator were also studied.

3.3.1 Underwater Bending Displacement under DC voltage
Fig.3.8 shows the displacement vs time for various input voltage. It is observed that
nearly after 4 s of voltage applied the PPy actuator attains its equilibrium. The
actuator exhibits highest displacement over 7 mm however within few seconds of
operation the displacement decreases. It may be believed that the actuator
experience material degradation due fast actuation and increased temperature at
actuator holder, hence the bending performances fluctuates and decreases suddenly

Figure.3.8 Displacement Vs Time for various amplitude of DC voltage

at high voltage. The actuator shows steady bending at 1.3 V with displacement
amplitude of 5.4 mm which is slightly higher as compared to the existing
underwater actuators [111]. In lower voltage, the rate of actuation is lower hence
the bending displacement is low. Therefore the optimum actuation voltage for the
PPy actuator for underwater medium is 1.3 V for steady and improved bending
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performances. Fig.3.9 shows the comparison on bending displacement of the
developed actuator with the existing actuators. This is observed that the present PPy
actuator exhibits tip displacement up to 5.4 mm at 1.3 V with more stability as
compared to earlier developed actuators [102,105,108,110,111]. Although in some
cases the tip displacement is more than present actuator, the stability is poor due to
high or low voltage.

Figure.3.9 Comparative analysis of PPy actuator bending displacement

3.3.2 Tip force Measurement under DC Voltage
Fig.3.10 shows the tip force vs time for various amplitudes of DC input voltage. It
has been observed that the actuator generates maximum of 4.2 mN force at 1.3 V.
Further it has been observed that the tip force increases with the input voltage
beyond 1.3 V however instability was notices from the experimental results. The tip
force is following the similar trend as the displacement varies with voltage
amplitudes. Tough the max tip force is generated with the zero deflection point;
hence the force is decreases with the increase in bending displacement. The tip force
is primarily control the manoeuvring of the under swimming system.
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Figure 3.10 PPy actuator tip force for various amplitude of DC voltage

Fig.3.11 shows the behaviour of displacement and force with voltage amplitudes. It
can be observed that both are varying similarly with voltage but oppositely varies
with each other. For underwater propulsion both displacement and force affect the
thrust force and hydrodynamic performances

Figure. 3.11 Displacement and force with DC voltage input

The comparison of tip force is estimated here for the fabricated actuator with the
existing actuators [105,106,109-111 is shown in Fig.3.12. It has been observed that
the actuator tip force is not uniform in few cases and it may be due to the uneven
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PPy film. The tip force plays a major role for underwater operation to generate thrust
and maintain the stability of the system in underwater environment particularly in
viscous fluid.

Figure.3.12 Comparative analysis of tip force of PPy actuator with existing actuator

3.3.3. Operational Life Under DC Potential

Operational life or the cycle life is an essential parameter for real time PPy system as
reported low life due to creep and fatigue is the major disadvantage of PPy actuators.
Fig.3.13 shows the life of the actuator over thousands of operation cycles.

Figure.3.13 Displacement and Force over 25000 operational cycles
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Dynamic fatigue is of extreme importance because a cyclic or fluctuating load
causes a component to fail at much lower stresses than it does under monotonic
loads [66]. From the experimental results, it has been seen that the bending output
displacement and force curves are constant, hence it may concluded that the actuator
operates in underwater medium for nearly 20,000 of cycles without any significant
failure. This long term continue operation might make it suitable for underwater
system for various applications like scanning and surveillance.

3.3.4 Underwater bending characterization under AC voltage
The bending displacement and force are measured for a time period of 10 s under
sinusoidal voltage amplitude 1.3 V over a frequency range of 0.1 to 10 Hz. The time
vs bending displacement for AC input voltage is shown in Fig.3.14.

Figure 3.14 Bending displacement with time varying input voltage

The actuators exhibits maximum bending displacement of 5.4 mm and the bending
behaviour is sinusoidal in nature as the input voltage is sinusoidal. Due to the AC
voltage, the actuator bends in both direction continiously similat to the fish tail like
movement. The variation in bending displacement with the actuation frequency is
shown in Fig.3.15. The actuator shows the maximum displacemet at nearly 1 Hz and
gradually decreses the displacement with increases or decreases with frequency.
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Figure 3.15 Bending displacement of PPy for various frequencies

At higher frequency the rate of transfer ions are faster and could not get enough time
to reach the required point inside the polymer chain, hence the displacement is
lower. While at the lower frequency, the rate of ionic transfer is slow and the ions
need more time to reach the required position in the polymer chain, hence could not
generate the required displacement. Therefore, the optimal frequency of the PPy
actuator for underwater operation is nearly 1 Hz, the PPy actuator exhibits stable and
improved performances. The photograph of bending experiment of PPy actuator
under AC potential is shown in Fig.3.16.

Figure.3.16 Photograph of bending experiment of PPy actuator under AC voltage

The tip velocity (Utip ) can be obtained from the tip displacement (w) and input
frequency (𝜔) in rad/s by using the following [112] relation
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Utip = ωw

(3.1)

Fig.3.16 shows the tip velocity of the actuator with the input frequency. It has been

Figure 3.17 Tip velocity of the actuator with input frequency
observed that the tip velocity is increases with increase of frequency and the trend is
opposite to the variation of displacement with frequency. At the highest
displacement the velocity is less at low frequency and follows the similar trend with
earlier developed actuators [112].
3.3.5 Tip Force measurement Under AC Potential
Fig.3.18 shows the time varying force generated by the actuator under AC voltage.

Figure 3.18 Tip Force in response to time varying voltage
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The force generated due to bending is obtained from the physical balance as 4.2 mN
and follows the same pattern as the input voltage is sinusoidal. As the force is
generated by the blocking strength of the actuator, the tip force is maximum at zero
bending and decreases with increase in displacement. Fig.3.19 shows the variation
of force over the actuation frequency of PPy actuator operated in underwater
environment. It has been observed at nearly 1 Hz the actuator exhibits maximum
force of 4.2 mN and gradually decreases with increase in frequency.

Figure 3.19 Frequency response of tip force of PPy actuator

3.3.6 Damping and Vibration Characteristics
The damping characterization of PPy actuator is to estimate the damping ratio and
damping coefficient which helps to predict the accurate dynamic of the actuator in
underwater medium. As the PPy actuator is very thin and flexible and operates in
viscous fluid medium, it experiences higher order vibration. Further the PPy actuator
exhibits viscoelasticity, hence the damping in present PPy actuator is contributed by
both viscoelastic damping and fluid viscous damping. The study of damping
properties helps to achieve the stable underwater operation by reducing the
vibrations. The damping property of PPy actuator is studied for both free and forced
vibration of submerged PPy actuator.
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3.3.6.1 Free vibration of PPy in underwater medium
The free vibration characteristic of PPy actuator of size 30𝑚𝑚 × 8𝑚𝑚 × 0.15 𝑚𝑚
in fixed-free mode inside the water tank with zero flow velocity is studied using
Rotational

Laser

Vibrometer

(RLV-5500,

maker:Polytec,

GmbH).

The

experimental setup is used is similar to the underwater bending experiment. The
actuator is allowed to vibrate under a small deflection at the tip for a time span
before it comes to rest. The vibration response is then measured using NI PXI-1031
controller with NI PXI-4472 module and LABVIEW software, supplied by NI Inc.

Figure 3.20 Free Vibration of Au-PPy in underwater medium

The damping ratio and loss factor of the PPy actuator are estimated from the free
vibration of PPy in underwater environment. Fig.3.20 shows the free vibration and
Fig. 3.21 shows the frequency response of the PPy actuator in underwater medium.
The logarithmic decrement method is used estimate the damping ratio. The
logarithmic decrement method is expressed as
1

𝛿 = 𝑛 ln (𝑧

𝑧𝑖
𝑖+𝑛

)

(3.2)

Where 𝛿 is the logarithmic decrement, 𝑛 is the number of cycles, 𝑧𝑖 is the
displacement amplitude of 𝑖 𝑡ℎ cycle and 𝑧𝑖+𝑛 is the displacement amplitude of
(𝑖 + 𝑛)𝑡ℎ cycle.
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Figure 3.21 Frequency response of free vibration of Au-PPy in underwater

Following the logarithmic decrement, the damping ratio (𝜁) can be determined by
using the mathematical expression as
𝛿2

𝜁 = √4𝜋2 +𝛿2

(3.3)

As the PPy is exhibits viscoelasticity, the loss factor can be estimated from damping
ratio by using the relation
𝜂 = 2𝜁

(3.4)

Taking 15 successive cycles (𝑛 = 15), the damping ratio of PPy actuator in
underwater environment is determined as 0.012. The loss factor of PPy actuator is
estimated 0.023. The loss factor is significantly more than the loss factor obtained
from DMA analysis of dry PPy actuator is 0.012 − 0.014 [43], hence it may be
concluded that the damping increases due to fluid, almost half of structural
viscoelastic damping. Therefore due to high fluid damping, the actuator may
exhibits nonlinear responses which is discussed in chapter 5.
3.3.6.2 Forced Vibration of Au-PPy actuator in Underwater Medium
From the underwater dynamic bending experiment the vibration characteristics are
studied. Fig.3.22 shows the vibration response of the actuator for DC voltage of 1.3
V and Fig.3.23 shows vibration response for sinusoidal voltage of 1.3 V for 1 Hz.
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Figure,3.22 Vibration under DC voltage

Figure.3.23 Vibration under AC voltage

It has been observed the vibration is approximately linear in case of DC potential
where the nonlinearity noticed in responses under AC potential. The frequency
response of bending displacement under AC potential is shown in Fig.3.24.
From the FRF analysis of bending displacement, the first natural frequency of PPy
actuator is 6.5 Hz followed by the second, third and fourth mode natural frequencies
are 13.4 Hz, 31 Hz and 58.2 Hz.

Figure. 3.24 Frequency response of bending displacement
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From the bending experiment the FRF of the tip velocity of the PPy actuator in
underwater medium is estimated and shown in Fig.3.25.

Figure.3.25 FRF of the underwater tip velocity of PPy actuator

The fundamental frequency is 6.5 Hz as it is obtained from FRF of displacement;
however the tip velocity is not significantly high in this frequency. In the second
mode at around 13 Hz the actuator exhibited high tip velocity.
3.3.7 Hydrodynamic Thrust
Although recently various smart material actuators based propulsion systems have
been developed for underwater applications, bio-inspired actuators are still under
research. PPy actuator based propulsor can be used as efficient bio-inspired
propulsor as it exhibited promising hydrodynamic bending displacement. Besides,
for real time underwater application, hydrodynamic thrust is the major characteristic
properties of underwater system. The thrust force regulates the manoeuvrability and
affects the hydrodynamic efficiency of any underwater system. The time varying
thrust output for PPy actuator is shown in Fig.3.26
The maximum thrust is measured as nearly 1 mN while average thrust is obtained
as 0.84 mN and the trends have shown good agreement with the existing actuator
[110].
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Figure 3.26 Thrust of PPy actuator with time varying voltage

The thrust varies over actuation frequency has revealed that the dominant actuation
is at 1 Hz and at this frequency the maximum thrust can be observed as shown in
Fig.3.27.

Figure 3.27. Frequency response of thrust force of PPy actuator

Further it can be observed that at zero displacement the thrust is also zero and the
thrust frequency is twice of actuation frequency. The thrust follows the same
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behaviour as the displacement i.e. one can observe the maximum thrust nearly at the
displacement peak and the phase lag is same as of displacement with input voltage.
3.3.7.1 Thrust Co-efficient
The thrust co-efficient (𝑐𝑡 ) can be estimated from the experimental tip displacement,
thrust force and actuation frequency by using the mathematical relation as
𝑐𝑡 = 𝜌

̅̅̅̅
2𝑇
𝑓
𝑓 𝜇𝜔

2𝑤2𝐿

(3.5)

Where 𝑇̅𝑓 is average thrust force, 𝜌𝑓 is the water density, 𝜇 is the kinematic viscosity
of water, 𝑤 is the tip displacement, 𝐿 is the actuator length and 𝜔 is the actuation
frequency in rad/s.

.
Figure 3.28 Variation of thrust co-efficient with actuation frequency

Here the thrust co-efficient is around 0.012 and its maximum at nearly 1 Hz and
earlier it has been seen thrust is also maximum at this frequency. Fig.3.28 shows the
variation of thrust coefficient with the actuation frequency and it shows the similar
trend with published results [112]
3.3.8 Power Consumption and Effectiveness
Power Consumption by the actuator can be estimated from the underwater bending
experiment. The laser sensor is measured the tip displacement and an oscilloscope is
used to plot the graph for tip displacement. From the oscilloscope data recorder, the
input voltage and output current of PPy actuator during underwater experiment is
recoded. The applied voltage and current were monitored via LabVIEW software.
The power consumption is determined by calculating instantaneous power
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consumption over a minimum of ten actuation cycles and then taking the mean over
the course of the cycle. By using this voltage and current the average power
consumption of PPy actuator is calculated by using the formula [113], as follows in
Eq.3.4
𝑡 +1⁄𝑓

𝑟
1
𝑃̅ = 1 ∫𝑡

⁄𝑓

𝑟

(𝑉𝑖 𝐼𝑜 )𝑑𝑡

(3.6)

Where 𝑃̅ is the average power consumed by PPy actuator for underwater bending, 𝑡𝑟
is any random time during PPy actuator operates in underwater medium, Vi is the
input voltage and 𝐼𝑜 is the output current, 𝑓 is the frequency of operating voltage. In
order to find the propulsion efficiency quantitatively, the ratio of average thrust
generated to average power requirement for one cycle of actuation is taken into
consideration [103, 113].The power consumption of PPy actuators is primarily
dependent on the input voltage, size of mobile ion due to which the actuation occurs.
The actuation voltage of the PPy actuator is found to be 0.54 V but at this voltage
the redox reaction is very slow which generates very low displacement. However the
maximum and steady displacement is produced at a voltage of 1.3V and 1Hz,
beyond this point the performances are not steady due to loss of material leads to
increases the output current, hence the power consumption increases as shown in
Fig.3.29

Figure.3.29. Frequency response of Power consumption
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The power consumption is calculated as average power as the data recorded for eight
to ten actuation cycle to enhance the accuracy. The resulting power consumption for
the PPy actuator is 0.23 W and significantly lower than existing actuator [113]. With
the increase in frequency, the power consumption increases, subsequently the
performance of the PPy actuator based underwater system lowers.
The effectiveness is the parameter used to quantify the overall performance of the
actuator. It is defined as the ratio of average thrust to average power consumption of
the PPy actuator for certain number of actuation cycle [103]. As the thrust and
power primarily depend upon actuation voltage; effectiveness varies with the
frequency of operating voltage. Fig.3.30 shows the variation of effectiveness with
actuation frequency.

Figure.3.30 Effectiveness of the PPy actuator with actuation frequency

The effectiveness of the PPy actuator is 0.48 and shows the good agreement and
significantly improved as compared to the earlier developed EAP actuators [112,
113].
From the present study it can be summarized that, the bending and propulsive
performances of the actuator can be monitored and controlled by controlling the
frequency alone and it will help to develop precise control system for any real time
applications. The summery of the hydrodynamic bending and performance
parameters are given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Experimental results obtained from underwater bending experiment

Parameters

Experimental Value

Bending Displacement

5.4 mm

Tip Force

4.2 mN

Operative Voltage

1.3 V, 1 Hz

Thrust

Max: 1.02 mN
Avg: 0.84 mN

Power

0.23 W

Hydrodynamic Damping

0.012

Total Damping

0.023

Operational Life

10-12 h

Effectiveness

0.48

3.4 Summary
In this chapter, hydrodynamic bending characterization and performances of the
gold-polypyrrole (Au-PPy) actuator were studied. At first the underwater bending
displacement, force and operational life cycle was measured for DC voltage. The
experimental results show that the bending displacement and force increases with
voltage amplitude. The maximum displacement is estimated as 5.4 mm while the
maximum force is recorded as 4.2 mN at 1.3 V. Although the displacement
increases at higher amplitude of voltage, it suddenly decreases may be due to
material degradation. Under Dc potential the actuator can work upto 10-12 h without
reposrting any significant failure. Following this, the bending characterizations are
recorded for AC potential of 1.3 V amplitude with a range of frequencies.
Experimental result shows the actuator exhibits stable performances at nearly 1 Hz.
At higher or lower frequencies the ions don’t get appropriate time to enter into the
polymer chain hence the actuator performances were degraded. The tip velocity of
the actuator estimated from the frequency response of displacement. The tip velocity
is maximum around 4 Hz while the displacement lowers. At higher displacement the
tip exhibits lower velocity. The damping and vibration of actuator is studied from
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vibration experiment. The damping ratio of the PPy actuator is estimated as 0.012
and it is contributed by both viscoelasticity and fluid damping. The actuator operates
under AC potential shows the nonlinear vibration which is believed to due to
nonlinear viscous damping of fluid.
The hydrodynamic performances like thrust, power and effectiveness are
estimated from the underwater bending experiment. The trust is measured from the
load cell mounted on the water tank. The actuator exhibits maximum thrust of 1.02
mN while the average thrust is 0.84 mN calculated over 10 actuation cycles.
Frequency response of thrust shows similar pattern like displacement. It has been
observed thrust is higher at higher displacement nearly at 1 Hz. The present actuator
consumes low [power as compared to other existing actuator hence the effectiveness
of the PPy actuator is higher.
The present actuator shows superior performances and enhanced cycle which
makes it suitable for underwater applications.
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4
Underwater Dynamic Bending Modelling of Gold Polypyrrole Actuator

4.1 Introduction
The underwater working medium influences the actuation properties and
performances of Polypyrrole actuator. The inertia and viscosity of underwater
medium reduces the bending displacement and effective ness of PPy actuator during
working conditions. Further, for efficient operation, the stiffness of actuator should
be enough to avoid the fatigue enhancing the cycle life. The hydrodynamic
performances like thrust and bending speed of the actuator quantify the underwater
operation and make it suitable for underwater robotics applications.
Past literatures established the fact that the bending displacement of the PPy
actuator is function of electrical, chemical and mechanical parameters. However,
very limited research has been carried out to address the effect of working
environment and viscoelasticity together as most of the earlier developed actuators
were focused on air medium operations with constant modulus. In this chapter, an
effective robust and comprehensive model is developed based on a trade off between
the complexity and accuracy to study the behaviour and performances of the PPy
actuator operating in underwater medium. To address this issue, we define the
following key factors which significantly influence the development of the present
dynamic model of PPy actuators: (i) use of a physics based grey box modelling (ii)
consideration of underwater dynamics along with electrical, chemical and
mechanical parameters (iii) consideration of the time varying viscoelastic modulus
of the PPy actuator and (iv) use elongated body theory to predict the hydrodynamic
performances. These factors play a significant role in order to develop a simple
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model and can more realistically predict the bending performances like bending
displacement, tip force and hydrodynamic performances like thrust and speed in
response to excitation voltage and frequency. Hence the mathematical model is
function of electrical, chemical and mechanical parameter along with material
properties and operating conditions. The schematic diagram of the flow chart of the
process and parameters used to develop the model is shown in Fig.4.1.

Figure.4.1 Flow chart of the modelling procedure

Finally, the results were compared with experimental results obtained in previous
chapter followed by a comparative analysis with the recently published results to
validate the model and study the feasibility of the present PPy actuator for
underwater operations.

4.2. Modelling of the PPy actuator for Underwater Operation
In this section, the mathematical model for the underwater bending of PPy actuator
is formulated in transform form of equation to predict the output tip displacement in
terms of input voltage. The configuration of actuator and assumptions has been
considered are discussed in details following by the formulation of governing
equation and solutions.

4.2.1 Configuration of the PPy actuator
In present work, rectangular beam like trilayer structure has been considered. The
schematic diagram of the trilayer PPy actuator is shown below in Fig.4.2. The free
length and width of actuator L and W while the thickness of the actuator is
. The negative sign is used to represent the height in lower side of neutral axis.
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The total thickness is divided into three layers: the thickness of the middle PVDF

Figure.4.2. Schematic diagram of trilayer Polypyrrole actuator configuration

layer(solid polymer electrolyte) is
PPy layer is

to

to

and lower PPy layers is

, while the thickness of upper
to

.

On applying voltage across the thickness of the trilayer actuator, the cations and/or
anions set to move from PVDF (electrolyte) to PPy layer and vice versa. These
redox reactions generate strain in the polymer layer by expansion and contraction of
polymer chain. Due to the simultaneous expansio n and contraction in both layers
induces bending in the actuator. By fixing one side of the actuator, the PPy trilayer
actuator behaves like a cantilever beam as shown in Fig.4.3, and is suitable for
underwater propulsion systems.

Figure.4.3. Schematic diagram of bending behaviour of PPy trilayer actuator

To develop the model, here some assumptions have been considered as follows:
(a) The actuator is symmetric in structure and the thicknesses of PPy layers are
same for both sides of the middle PVDF layer.
(b) The actuator behaves like an inextensible Euler-Bernoulli cantilever beam
i.e. shear and rotary inertia are negligible.
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(c) The trilayer actuator behaves like a single layer i.e. no slip between interlayers.
(d) The transverse (out of plane) bending is considered in

plane where it is

uniform along the length.
(e) Strain distribution varies along the thickness with respect to the distance
from neutral axis and the plane cross section remains unchanged during
bending.
(f) The charge transferred is uniform along the thickness but opposite in
direction. The stress induced in the actuator solely due to this charge transfer
upon applying voltage.
(g) At time

the actuator is quiescent i.e. stress and strain is zero.

(h) The actuator exhibit visco-elasticity which leads to loss of energy during
operation.
(i) The actuator operates in incompressible Newtonian fluid (water) medium
which is in rest condition.

4.2.2 Electrochemical Modelling
On applying voltage

, the ion exchange starts between the middle PVDF and side

PPy layers of the actuator. As the rate of charge transfer across the thickness and
along the length is uniform, this can be analogous to the cantilever beam with
uniform distributed load. The rate of charge transfer i.e. moving of DBS- into and
out of PPy chain, can analogous to the current and subsequently the strain generated
due to DBS- movement can be easily obtained. The DBS- stored in the interface of
PVDF-PPy before entering into the polymer chain and diffuse into a certain distance
as both PPy and PVDF elements exhibit resistance. Therefore, here the distributed
RC transmission line mechanism along with diffusion impedance based admittance
model has been adopted [68] to predict the output current as follows
(4.1)

here,

is the resistance of PPy,

is the length,

is the Laplace variable and

is the equivalent impedance for unit element of the trilayer actuator.
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The equivalent impedance,

for an unit element of the trilayer actuator can be

obtained from the electrolyte resistance (
diffusion impedance (

), charge transfer resistance (

),

) and double layer (PPy-PVDF interface) capacitance (

),

which can be written as,
(4.2)
The equivalent transmission line circuit model for Polypyrrole actuator and its
reduced form can be modelled as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure.4.4. Schematic diagram of the equivalent circuit of PPy actuator

The diffusion impedance for a trilayer actuator depend on the double layer thickness
(

) and diffusion co-efficient ( ) of the PPy and can be expressed as
(4.3)

Due to the movement of
electrochemical strain,

and

, the actuator experiences the strain known as

as follows
(4.4)

Where
is the current or charge density and
charge ratio. The charge density can be obtained as

is representing the strain to

(4.5)
While the strain to charge ratio is a material property but varies with time as both the
strain and charge density varies with time. The time dependent strain to charge ratio
mathematically expressed as [43]
(4.6)
The strain obtained in Eq. (4.5) i.e. the electrochemical strain further combined with
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mechanical properties of the actuator to generate primary mechanical output like
bending displacement which is discussed in detail in the following section. As the
total stress in the actuator is contributed by both electrochemical and mechanical
stress, the electrochemical strain or stress will be the input to the mechanical model.

4.2.3 Mechanical Modelling
The displacement of any point of the actuator along
as

direction are represented

which mathematically expressed as
,

and

(4.7)

By using the displacement, the strain can be expressed as
,

and

(4.8)

The PPy actuator is considered as inextensible and there is no strain in neutral axis.
In the present case the actuator exhibited viscoelastic property. For any viscoelastic
material, the mechanical stress ( ) in the actuator is contributed by both elastic (
and viscous (

)

) nature of material which can be expressed as
(4.9)

Here the Wiechert’s viscoelastic model along with Boltzmann’s superposition
principle is adopted for accurate prediction of dynamics over the working time
period. The mechanical stress of the actuator by using Wiechert’s viscoelastic model
can be expressed as
(4.10)
In Eq.(4.10),

is the number of Maxwell elements, n is the total number of

Maxwell element required to predict the total stress accurately,
is the previous time,

is the time history and

(dot sign used for first derivative with respect to time),
the elastic modulus or equilibrium modulus,

is the current time,

is the time dependent strain
is the time constant,

is

is the instantaneous stress and

is the spring constant in Maxwell element and

is the viscosity in Maxwell

element. In the above model, the nonlinear elastic and linear viscoelastic stressstrain relationship is taken into account.
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The term

represents the Prony series, which is used to solve the

exponential function easily. The Dirichlet-Prony series function provides smooth
relaxation modulus function and simple shortcut solution to the above equation with
large scale computational approximation and simple recurrence, as we have taken
the total time history of the operation [114]. The relaxation modulus,

can be

expressed mathematically from Eq. (4.10) as
(4.11)
By using Prony series the modulus in time domain can be further simplified to,
(4.12)
here

is the initial modulus at the starting point of experiment and the

is the

long term or equilibrium modulus can be expressed mathematically as
(4.13)
In the above equation,

is the Prony constant and can be derived as,

For the dynamic condition, the strain can be expressed in sinusoidal form as the
input voltage is sinusoidal as follows
(4.14)
The above strain is used as input to the mechanical model, then the output stress in
terms of relaxation modulus can be expressed by using convolution theorem in
Fourier transform as,
(4.15)
In the above equation,

is the complex modulus and can be expressed as
(4.16)

Where

is the storage modulus and

is the loss modulus. The magnitude

of the complex modulus can be obtained by
(4.17)
Further the storage modulus can be expressed in terms of time constants and
frequency by using Debye’s relation [114] as follows
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and

(4.18)

The boundary conditions are
For

:

For

:

From storage and loss modulus we can predict the loss factor i.e.

. By using

Prony series expansion and Eq. (4.18) the storage and loss modulus can be
expressed as
and

(4.19)

The stress in Polypyrrole is due to both electrochemical and mechanical parameters
whereas stress in PVDF is only due to its mechanical property. So the viscoelastic
mechanical stress in PPy and PVDF are as follows
(4.20)
(4.21)
The “ ” has been used for opposite direction of charge transfer due to opposite
potential for a trilayer symmetric structure. The redox reaction leads to simultaneous
expansion and contraction of the both layer of PPy causes bending in the cantilever
like actuator.
The dynamic equation of motion of the actuator can be formulated by using
extended Hamilton’s principle which can be expressed mathematically as
(4.22)
In Eq. (4.22),
while

is the Lagrangian Function which can be expressed as,
is the work done by non-conservative force,

in kinetic energy and

is the total variation

is the total strain energy of applied force.

The total variation in kinetic energy of the actuator can be expressed as
(4.23)
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Where

, is the mass of the actuator consisted two

layers of PPy and one layer of PVDF. The strain energy can be expressed as
(4.24)
is the total stress in the actuator and

is the variation of

strain along the x direction. Hence the Eq. (4.24) can be upgraded as
(4.25)
is the total bending moment of the actuator and can be expressed as
(4.26)
By substituting Eq. (4.20 & 4.21) in Eq. (4.26), the actuator bending moment can be
obtained as

(4.27)
Where

is the moment of inertia and can be expressed as,

. From the

equation it can be observed that the total bending moment of the actuator is
contributed by conservative force (1st term), non conservative force (2nd term) and
voltage induced bending moment (3rd term). The voltage induced electrochemical
bending moment can be written as
(4.28)

4.2.4 Hydrodynamic Model
While the actuator operates in water medium hence the fluid force act on the
actuator due to the added mass and drag can be expressed as
(4.29)
The added mass is defined as the fluid force applied to a structure by the inertia
of the fluid displaced by the structure as it moves [115]. The inertia of the added
mass has the same sign, frequency and phase as the inertia of the vibrating structure.
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Therefore, the added mass may be expressed as an added mass per unit length along
the length of the beam. For the immersed cantilever beam, the force due to the added
mass per unit length is
(4.30)
Where

, is the mass or inertial co-efficient which can be determined

experimentally. The drag force, unlike the force due to the added mass, is a
nonlinear force that always opposes the motion of the actuator. While in some
instances it is possible to linearize the drag force, the classical drag expression shall
be used for this analysis. Therefore, the drag force is expressed as
(4.31)
Where

is the drag coefficient. Further due to hydrodynamic force the work done

is categorized as non conservative and can be expressed by using Eq. (4.29) as
(4.32)
The equation of motion from Hamilton’s method can be upgraded with Eq. (4.30 &
4.31) as

(4.33)
The boundary conditions for cantilever like actuator are,

Further simplification the above equation by using Eq. (4.11 & 4.19) can be
expressed as

(4.34)
Thus the governing equation of motion of the PPy actuator operates in underwater
medium can be expressed as
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(4.35)
Where,
,

,
(4.36)

4.3 Solution
For dynamic condition under sinusoidal electric voltage, the actuator generates
sinusoidal bending displacement in fluid medium (

can be expressed as
(4.37)

For approximate solution of

, a smooth function as an infinite series of

weighted orthonormal functions is selected in combination of Eigen functions
and time co-efficient

as
(4.38)

Where subscript ‘i’ represent unit mode of bending,
corresponds to particular mode shape

and

represents amplitude

represents the time constant.

Since the system is viscoelastically damped, the eigen function denoted by

is

indeed the mass normalized eigen functions of the corresponding undamped free
vibration of cantilever. The general solution for the eigen function is obtained as

(4.39)
The PPy actuator behaves like a cantilever hence the boundary conditions are
At fixed end, x=0:

and

At free end, x=L:

and

and should satisfy the orthogonal conditions as
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for and

(4.40)

On solving the characteristic equation is obtained as
(4.41)
The above equation is a nonlinear equation and has infinite roots. The first five roots
are

. These values are converged to
(4.42)

The mode shapes

of each individual mode, i, can then be plotted as a function

of normalized length as shown in Fig.4.5.

Figure 4.5 First four mode shapes of PPy actuator

In the Eq.(4.40),

is the natural frequency for undamped cantilever configuration

which can be obtained from the general equation as
(4.43)
In present case, the natural frequency of PPy actuator in air,

can be obtained as

(4.44)
As such, the natural frequencies and mode shapes for an immersed cantilever
beam are influenced by the inclusion of added mass and the drag force. Accordingly,
the natural frequencies for an immersed cantilever beam will be significantly lower
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than those for a cantilever beam in air owing to the mass of the system and viscosity
of the fluid environment has increased while the stiffness remains constant. When
the system is operating in air, the effective mass per unit length is simply the mass
per unit length of the beam,

neglecting the viscosity of the air medium.

However, when the system is immersed in a fluid, the effective mass per unit length
is the mass per unit length of the beam plus the added mass per unit length from the
fluid. Therefore, by using the quality factor of Vancura model [116], the resonating
frequency in fluid medium can be obtained as
(4.45)
Where

is the total quality loss of the actuator in fluid medium which is

contributed by both quality loss due to internal damping of actuator,
loss due to fluid damping,

and quality

. As the internal damping of actuator is negligible as

compared to fluid damping the total quality loss is equal to the quality loss due to
fluid. The total quality loss can be expressed as
(4.46)
By substitute the Eq.(4.38 & 4.40) in governing Eq.(4.35), the equation of motion
yields

(4.47)
By taking the total amplitude,

, pre-multiplying

and integrated

over length of beam with the orthogonality conditions, Eq. (4.47) simplified as

(4.48)
In the above equation, the right hand side term represents the actuation force i.e.
(4.49)
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This is observed that the quadratic nonlinearity in the governing equation is due to
the damping of fluid. However the approximate solution to the above equation due
to the nonlinearity is difficult, hence the reduced to linear equation as follows

(4.50)
By further reduction
(4.51)
The total mass, m or total damping ratio,
medium is the sum of actuator mass (
mass (

of the actuator when it operates in fluid
) or viscoelastic damping with fluid added

) and fluid damping ( ) respectively as,

and

respectively. The total damping co-efficient of the actuator can be expressed as,
(4.52)
The mode shape at actuator tip i.e.

can be obtained from equation as follows
(4.53)

As the input is sinusoidal the moment and hence the force varies sinusoidally as
(4.54)
By using Eq.(4.51 & 4.54) the generalized time coordinate can be obtained as
(4.55)
The bending amplitude,

can be obtained as
(4.56)

By substituting the Eq.(4.54, 4.55 & 4.57) in Eq. (4.37) the underwater bending
displacement of PPy trilayer actuator tip can be obtained as
(4.57)
Similarly, the change density of the actuator can be expressed as,
and the transfer form of equation for the system thus obtained as
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(4.58)
The blocked force,

generates at the tip of the actuator due to bending of the tip

can be formulated by using Castigliano’s theorem as follows
(4.59)
The above equation clearly shows the blocking force depends upon the applied
voltage. At the same time the blocking force can be predicted by using the bending
deflection at tip in fluid medium as follows
(4.60)
The thrust force produced due to the actuator bending can be derived from
Lighthill’s slender body theory [117]. By using this theory, the mean thrust of PPy
actuator in fluid with flow velocity zero i.e. U=0, can be expressed in terms of
bending displacement and virtual mass density,

as follows
(4.61)

In Eq. (4.61),

is the virtual mass co-efficient and

mathematical expression of virtual mass density,

is the

.

4.4 Results & Discussion
In this section, study the results are obtained from numerical solution of
mathematical equations developed in previous section by using MATLAB solver
with built- in curve fit functions. Then the numerical results were compared with the
experimental results obtained in chapter 2 & 3, and study the validation of the
developed model.

4.4.1 Electro-mechanical Characte rization
For predicting the electrochemical results, the experimental values of
and

were used in Eqs. (1) and Eqs.(2). From the impedance equation the transient

current is obtained in response to the step potential of
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measured actuation current along with the prediction of numerical model.

Figure.4.6 The current output in response to step voltage

It has been seen that the magnitude of initial current is low due to the surface
resistance of PPy along the length. However the magnitude of the initial current is
low and gradually increasing with time, the time constant is moderate hence the flow
of current is stable and shows a good agreement with the experimental results.
The charge density in Eq.(4.3) is found to be time-position dependent which
allows the prediction of charge and its corresponding strain along the polymer length
as a function of time as shown in Fig.4.7. The degree of strain was predicted by
coupling the charge transferred during the actuation with the strain to charge ratio
which obtained experimentally. The present model can predict accurately the
actuation response in short time also. For dynamic condition the behaviour of
electrochemical strain and current in response to sine wave input voltage as shown
in Fig.4.7 and Fig.4.8.
The experimental and result obtained from numerical model was compared and
shown in Fig.4.7. It has been seen that the trends obtained is similar to the actuator
developed earlier [16-17,31,33].
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Figure 4.7 Time varying output current and strain on applying electric voltage

.
Figure.4.8 Frequency response of impedance of equivalent electrochemical circuit
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The modulus of the PPy actuator is one of the important parameter for analyze the
mechanical properties of the actuator. The storage (
with the loss factor (

) and loss modulus (

) along

) of the PPy actuator are obtained from the DMA analysis

and numerical is shown in Fig.4.9.

Figure 4.9 Experimental and numerical storage modulus and loss factor

The storage and loss modulus varies with frequency and hence with time. The
storage elastic modulus is obtained nearly

MPa while the loss factor is nearly

0.024 experimentally while from numerically storage modulus is around
and loss factor is

MPa

, slightly more than the experimental value. However follow

the same trend with the earlier published results [72]. The storage modulus and loss
factor of the PPy actuator are function of time and determined by using fitting
function. It has been observed the storage modulus and loss factor is high and stable
at the actuation frequency of 1 Hz. At higher frequency, the modulus decreases
rapidly due to material loss.
The relaxation modulus estimated from Eq. (4.11) is varies with time as shown in
Fig.4.10. The elastic modulus of the PPy can be derived from the equilibrium
modulus

in Young’s relaxation modulus
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DMA experiment and time dependent modulus by using Prony constants is shown
good agreement with each other however the model value it little higher than
experimental results even the starting value is same. The results shows that the
modulus is decreasing over the time due to dissipation energy and material loss.
Hence moderate enhancement of the modulus of PPy actuator helps it to operate for
long time and improve the cycle life.
.

Figure.4.10 Theoretical and experimental relaxation Young’s modulus vs time

The fitting function inputs are the applied stress and the measured strain as a
function of time, from which the time derivative of strain is estimated. The fitting
function inputs are the applied stress and the measured s train as a function of time,
from which the time derivative of strain is estimated
Using the two parameters (i.e. E(t) and η), the fits function data (from the input
stress and strain and the calculated strain rate) to Equation 8. Fig. 4.11 shows an
example of fitting an experimental data (5 MPa at a frequency of 1 Hz) to the
Weichert viscoelastic model. As shown in the figure the stress-strain response of the
model using the fit parameters was in close agreement with the experimental data
[33]. The waviness of the fit curve is due to the noise in the strain measurement data.
The area under the curve represents the energy loss during loading and relaxation of
the PPy actuator due to the viscous nature of the polymer.
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Figure.4.11 Stress-strain relationship of PPy actuator

4.4.2 Unde rwate r Bending Characterization and Performance Analysis
Here,

the

dimensions

of
where

the

PPy

trilayer

actuator

used

were

is the free length is. The actual length of

actuator is 35 mm while 0.5 mm has been used to fix the actuator in electrode
holder. Theoretical bending displacement is obtained from Eq.(4.57) is shown in
Fig.4.12.

Figure.4.12 Time varying voltage and displacement of PPy actuator
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The maximum bending displacement is estimated as 5.6 mm at 1.3 V while the
displacement is obtained from experiment is 5.4 mm and in both cases the
displacement is sinusoidal in nature as the input voltage is sinusoidal. Here, the
bending displacement is significantly higher as compared to the other smart actuator
including PPy actuator developed earlier [57,58]. Fig.4.13 shows the FRF of the
underwater bending displacement of the PPy actuator

Fig.4.13 Frequency response of bending displacement of PPy actuator

From the frequency response of the displacement, the first resonating frequency
observed at nearly 5.1 Hz and the second, third and fourth observed at nearly 11.8
Hz, 28 Hz. It has been seen there are nearly 2-3 % variation in frequencies obtained
through analytical model and experimental results as shown in Fig.4.13. The
damping ratio can be estimated from the vibration of PPy actuator
The FRF of the velocity curve is shown in Fig.4.14 which is obtained by using
the modal damping ratio, drag and

inertia coefficient which calculated

experimentally. From this figure it has been confirmed the first natural frequency is
around 5.5 Hz, which is significantly more than the recently developed IPMC and
PZT based actuator [103, 105, 112].
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Figure.4.14 Tip velocity of PPy actuator with actuation frequency

From Eq. (4.46) and Eq. (4.52), the total damping of the actuator is estimated as
o.042 while the actuator exhibits viscoelastic damping of 0.012 (estimated in
previous chapter), hence the damping due to fluid is around 0.031. The damping due
to fluid significantly more than the structural damping which affects the bending
performances of the underwater actuator to a great extent. Tough the structural
damping is very small; the responses are approximately linear while the actuator
experiences non linear behaviours due to the fluid damping, discussed in Chapter 5.
As the displacement varies with the input frequency, the tip velocity is also varying
with the input frequency as shown in Fig.4.15. The experimental and numerical tip

Figure 4.15 Experimental and theoretical tip velocity vs actuation frequency
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velocity of the PPy actuator with the input frequency is compared and analyzed.
Although slight difference has noticed in the results, both follow the same pattern
and the high velocity at higher frequency and lower displacement.
Fig.4.16 shows the experimental tip force in comparison with force predicted from
Eq. (4.59). The force generated due to bending is obtained from the physical balance
as 4.2 mN while from numerical model it is estimated as 4.5 mN and follows the
same pattern as the input voltage. As the force is generated by the blocking strength

Figure.4.16 Time varying tip force of PPy actuator on applying sinusoidal voltage

of the actuator, hence the tip force is decreases with increase in displacement.
Fig.4.17 shows the experimental and model tip force vs actuation frequency.

Figure.4.17 Frequency dependent tip force in underwater environment
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From both theoretical and experimental results it has been observed that the actuator
exhibits higher tip force at nearly 1 Hz as the displacement is also higher at this
frequency. At higher frequencies, the ions could not get enough time to travel in the
PPy chain; hence the strain is low which leads to displacement and subsequently the
force decreases. Although there is little difference in results both follow the similar
trend and it is believed that due to underwater noise and disturbances.
In the present work, the combination of displacement and force with optimum
actuation voltage and frequency confirms the improvement in the bending
performance of PPy actuator in underwater environment which makes it suitable for
underwater propulsion applications.

4.4.3 Hydrodynamic Performances of Au-PPy actuator
The primary hydrodynamic performance for any underwater locomotives is the
thrust and thrust co-efficient. Time varying thrust force generated under AC
potential is shown in Fig.4.18.

Figure.4.18 Time varying thrust for of PPy actuator for sinusoidal voltage

The maximum thrust is estimated as nearly 1mN and average thrust over 6 actuation
cycle is obtained as 0.84mN. The trend has shown good agreement with the
published results [82, 85, 87, 112].
The frequency response of thrust has revealed that the dominant resonance is at 1Hz
and this frequency the maximum thrust can be observed as shown in Fig.4.19.
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Figure.4.19 Thrust force in underwater environment vs frequency

Further it can be observed that at zero displacement the thrust is also zero and the
thrust frequency is twice of actuation frequency. The thrust is follow the same
behaviour as the displacement i.e. one can observe the maximum thrust nearly at the
displacement peak and the phase lag is same as of displacement with input voltage.
Tough the thrust is related to displacement, it may be believed that it also slightly
depend on voltage amplitude. With the increases of amplitude the thrust peak is
shifted along the increase in amplitude. From the results it can be observed that the
hydrodynamic effects are relating to the actuator geometry; particularly at the tail
end and its effect on thrust production. Similarly the thrust co-efficient is also varies
with frequency as shown in Fig.4.20.

Figure.4.20 Theoretical and experimental thrust coefficient of PPy actuator
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Fig.4.21 shows the variation in power consumption with input frequency. As the
frequency is increases the power consumption is increases. The power consumed by
the PPy actuators is further dependent on the input voltage, actuator geometry and
size of mobile ion due to which the actuation occurs. As the size of the PPy actuator
increases, the rate of charge transfer increases and subsequently consumes more
power. The actuation voltage of the PPy actuator is found as 0.54 V but at this
voltage the redox reaction is very slow which generates very low displacement.

Figure.4.21 Power consumption vs actuation frequency of PPy actuator

However the maximum and steady displacement is produced at a voltage of 1.3V
and 1Hz, beyond this point the performances are not steady due to loss of material
leads to increases the output current, hence the power consumption increase s.
Further at higher voltage, electrolysis of water takes place which only consumes
more power without any aid to the thrust generation. The result predicts the
nonlinear relation between the power consumption and frequency at higher actuation
frequency. The power consumption is calculated as average power as the data
recorded for eight to ten actuation cycle to enhances the accuracy.
The effectiveness of the PPy actuator is estimated from the ratio of average thrust to
power consumption. The effectiveness of the actuator in response to actuation
frequency is shown in Fig.4.22. It has been seen that the trends shows the similar
patterns as reported earlier with significant improvements [103]
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Tough the effectiveness is primarily depending upon thrust and power consumption;
it varies with the frequency of operating voltage.

Figure 4.22 Effectiveness vs Frequency for the PPy underwater actuator

By increasing the frequency the power consumption increases which ultimately
decreases the effectiveness or particularly the efficiency of the underwater actuator.
The effectiveness of the present actuator is around 0.48 and has good agreement
with the earlier published trends [113].
Here, the bending displacement, force and hence thrust is large as compared to the
earlier reported actuators [112, 118, 111, 105, 108] however the delay is slightly
more.

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, underwater actuation and bending of the PPy actuator is modelled to
study the hydrodynamic bending performances. The model developed by
considering electrochemical actuation of the cantilever like actuator for estimating
the mechanical output like bending displacement, thrust and efficiency. Furthe r the
viscoelastic time dependent modulus has taken into consideration to predict the
accurate performances in dynamic condition. The numerical results were estimated
by using MATLAB programming with curve fitting function.
In section 4.3, modelling of bending characteristics following Euler-Bernoulli
and pseudo-rigid body modelling approach for cantilever like trilayer actuator is
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formulated in transfer function form, assuming it as a single layer multi-degree of
freedom cantilever. An energy-based dynamic model has been derived using the
Lagrange principle. Simulations are performed to demonstrate the bending response
for various input voltages. The results demonstrate the gradual reduction of bending
response of an actuator owing to high voltage and frequency in underwater medium.
The frequency response analysis has been carried out for hydrodynamic bending
displacement to estimate the tip velocity of the actuator. The results obtained here
were shown a good agreement with the published results which makes it suitable for
exploring its underwater application as propulsor.
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5
Effect on Nonlinear Hydrodynamic Damping on GoldPolypyrrole Actuator

5.1 Introduction
The operating or working medium of polypyrrole (PPy) actuator affects the
performances of the actuator and plays a major role in estimating the accurate
dynamics of the system. Generally, when the wing and fin like structures undergoes
bending, the surrounding fluid gives rise to fluid forces that depend nonlinearly on
the structural motion. In the recently developed underwater actuator, the effect of the
fluid forces is considered as linear and studied only the effect of added mass acting
on the actuator operating in underwater medium [119-121]. However, in order to
develop a real time underwater propulsive system, the effect of nonlinear fluid
damping is essential to predict the accurate dynamics and precise motion of the
system. Past literatures showed that little research has been carried out to study the
nonlinear response of the PPy actuator operating in liquid medium. This work is
primarily focused to predict the nonlinear response of PPy actuator bending in
underwater medium by developing a theoretical model followed by experimental
validation.
The nature of the fluid loading on sinusoidal bending structure and the fluid flow
theory used for modelling depend on the bending amplitude. Flexible structures like
flapping wings, undulating fins and propulsive structures operate at moderate to
large amplitudes to actuate large volumes of the surrounding fluid. When structures
oscillate with amplitudes comparable to their characteristic length, the effects of the
fluid viscosity in inducing vortex shedding is essential to consider.

In such

situations, the vortices shed from the structure’s sharp edges produce a damping
effect on the structural bending [122] Furthermore, this damping force depends
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nonlinearly on the structural amplitude and frequency [123]. In this work, the
vortex-shedding induced damping in rectangular PPy strip actuator is explored
where the bending amplitudes are comparable to their widths. The focus is on
developing experimentally validated theoretical models, which help to study the
nonlinear bending responses of the PPy actuator along with the vortex-sheddingmechanism that generates the damping force.
Vortex is a region in a fluid in which the flow revolves around an axis line, which
may be straight or curved. Kármán vortex street is a repeating pattern of swirling
vortices, caused by a process known as vortex shedding, which is responsible for the
unsteady separation of a fluid around blunt bodies. The shedding of these vortices
imparts a periodic force on the object. The force is quite small and not enough to
accelerate the object to any significant amount, especially if the object is relatively
massive. If the object is flexible and light weight such that the object can vibrate
about a fixed position, then the possibility of simple harmonic motion; and if the
frequency of the periodic driving force matches the natura l frequency of the
oscillation, then resonance obtains and the amplitude of the oscillations can be
significant [124,125].
For the nonlinear response analysis, three non-dimensional parameters, namely
the Keulegan–Carpenter (KC) number, Reynolds number and the frequency
parameter β, have been identified that governs the phenomenon of vortex-sheddinginduced damping for flexible PPy actuator bending in quiescent fluid. The KC
number signifies the distance that a fluid particle travels co mpared to the
characteristic length of the structure before the fluid reverses the direction of flow,
and is crucial for determining the size and the strength of the shed vortices as well as
the nature of the fluid force acting on the structure [126]. The KC number
mathematically defined as,
(5.1)
Where

is the amplitude of bending envelop, L is the length of the actuator. The

frequency parameter β signifies the importance of the unsteadiness of the fluid flow
relative to the rate at which the fluid viscosity diffuses momentum in the fluid and
can be expressed as
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(5.2)
where

is the angular frequency of bending and

is the kinematic viscosity of the

fluid. The Reynolds number (Re) indicates whether fluid flow past a body is steady
or turbulent, can be expressed for flows around such periodic bending structures is
the product of KC and , as
(5.3)
Specifically, we present experimental results for the hydrodynamic damping of PPy
actuator with low KC numbers (ranging from 0 to 3) and moderately high values of
β (ranging from 100 to 1200).
In this chapter, the nonlinear response of an underwater operated PPy actuator is
analysed in a fixed- free configuration with Euler Bernoulli beam assumption with
the effect of nonlinear hydrodynamic damping. Following the modelling, the PPy
actuator is fabricated and experiments are conducted to validate the theoretical
model and studied the nonlinear behaviour of PPy actuator operating in underwater
medium under AC electric potential.

5.2 Mathematical Modelling
A nonlinear model is developed for PPy actuator operating in underwater medium
taking into account of the hydrodynamic bending characteristics of the PPy actuator.
This model will be suitable for any PPy actuator to evaluate and show the nonlinear
response. The analysis will help to study the stability of the system under alternating
electric potential.

5.2.1 Governing Equation of Motion
In the present work, rectangular beam like trilayer Polypyrrole actuator is considered
having length L and area of cross section A, operated in an open face water tank
having quiescent water. The actuator experiences nonlinear behaviour due to the
surrounding quiescent water medium, hence this chapter only focuses on the
nonlinear hydrodynamic loading effect on PPy actuator and all other material
properties and working conditions will remain same as used in Chapter 4.
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A schematic diagram of the flexible PPy cantilever actuator along with the XYZ
coordinate system is shown in Fig.5.1.

is the length of the PPy actuator and

is

the width of the actuator. The PPy actuator exhibits viscoelastic material property
and its out-of-plane bending displacement in XZ plane is denoted by

.

Figure 5.1. Schematic diagram of PPy actuator operates in underwater medium

Assuming that the wavelength of the bending motion is large and the slope of the
deflection is small, the motion of the actuator as modelled using the Euler–Bernoulli
beam theory. The equation of motion of the viscoelastic PPy actuator working under
sine wave input voltage can be expressed by using Eq.(4.27) and Eq.(4.36) as
follows,

(5.4)
where
component,

is the equivalent modulus of the trilayer actuator due to the elastic
is the equivalent modulus of the trilayer actuator due to viscous

component (m is the unit Maxwell element). The actuator is modelled by using
Wiecherts viscoelastic model with total N number Maxwell element as discussed in
chapter 4.

is the electrochemical actuation force generated on applying external

voltage to the actuator,
actuation,

is the mass of the actuator,

is the time constant of viscoelastic model. As the PPy actuator
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working in underwater medium, force due to surrounding is acting on the actuator.
The Eq. (5.4) can be upgraded with the fluid force as,

Where

(5.5)
is the fluid force acting on the actuator. The boundary conditions are

At fixed end,

and

At free end,

;

and

(5.6)

For making the calculation simpler, non-dimensionalize the axial direction terms
with the length L and the remaining two spatial directions with half- width

of

the actuator as the actuator is symmetric along the width and thickness. Taking the
Fourier transform of Eq. (5.5) and after some rearrangement we obtain:

(5.7)

where,

,

,

is the fluid density,

represents the flexibility of the beam relative to the beam inertia and the fluid force,
and

represents the fluid to actuator mass ratio and characterizes the extent of

fluid loading. It is assumed that the underwater medium surrounds the actuator is
incompressible, inviscid with zero flow velocity. For large lengths

, the

fluid flow along the X direction is small as compared to other two direction, hence
the 2D plane parallel to YZ plane is considered for surrounding fluid. The governing
equation for motion of the surrounding fluid is
(5.8)
where

is the Laplace operator and

on the actuator located at

is the velocity potential at a particular point

and denoted

The nonlinear boundary

condition for the fluid flow is obtained by matching the velocity of the beam with
the normal velocity of the fluid along the z direction, and is represented as
(5.9)
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By adopting the proposed method [127], a boundary integral method is used to
express the complex-conjugate velocity field

, where

acts as a

combination of the flow fields caused by a actuator-bound vortex sheet and two free
vortex sheets emanating from the edges of the beam. Then the complex-conjugate
velocity field can be written as [130]
(5.10)
where,

represents the vortex sheet for actuator surface,

sheet from upper edge and

is the free vortex

is the free vostex sheet from lower edge of the free

end of the actuator. Corresponding complex vortex sheet strengths are denoted by
,

and

respectively. As the input to the actuator is sinusoidal,

the bending displacement is also sinusoidal and can be expressed as,
(5.11)
Where B is the amplitude of the actuator bending subsequently the fluid force
is found to be periodic in nature [128]. The time domain fluid force data
converted into the added mass and hydrodynamic damping coefficients by
representing them as a Fourier series. By expanding the periodic fluid force with
Fourier series [126], the fluid force can be expressed as,

(5.12)
Where A and B are the Fourier coefficients and function of KC. Here only the odd
coefficients are taken into account while the even coefficients, are zero because of
the condition
(5.13)
The Fourier coefficients are dependent on the KC number [128]. For low values of
KC, such as KC <10, as is typically the case for the applications like electroactive
polymer, the Fourier coefficients are expected to be small and the fluid force
may be well approximated by just the first harmonic of the Fourier series
as
(5.14)
Eq. (5.14) is an approximate representation of the fluid force acting on a particular
actuator cross-section located at

, that is performing periodic bending with
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amplitude B. Thus, for harmonic motion of the beam cross-section and small values
of KC, the fluid force

is harmonic and can be thought of as being the

instantaneous response of the fluid to the beam motion. This description of the fluid
force is valid for a two-dimensional beam cross-section, and needs to be coupled
with the mode shape of the beam deflection so that the fluid force acting on the
entire beam can be obtained. The sinusoidal fluid force for total actuator can be
written by using water medium mode shape of as [128],
(5.15)
Where

is the modal participation factor,

is any unit normalized air mode

mode shape, m=1,2,3....number of modes,

represent the fluid force is

dependent on local displacement. By using Eq. (5.14), the Fourier transform of fluid
force can be expressed as,
(5.16)
Where

is

the

amplitude-dependent

coefficient, while the term

added- mass

represents the amplitude-

dependent hydrodynamic damping coefficient and

stands for complex variable in

the sinusoidal form. The fact that the Fourier coefficients

and

are functions of

the spatially varying KC number is clearly indicated in the expressions for the
added-mass and hydrodynamic damping coefficients. We also note that the
aerodynamic damping coefficient depends linearly on the frequency ω. Thus, very
flexible beams with low resonant frequencies experience smaller hydrodynamic
damping compared to stiffer beams with high resonant frequencies. Substituting the
above equation in the Eq. (5.7), the governing equation of motion of the PPy
actuator is obtained as,

(5.17)

5.2.2 Solution
To predict the aerodynamic damping for a particular Eigen mode of the actuator,
single mode approximation of Galerkin’s method is used as follows
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(5.18)
The above equation can be approximated to single mode as the fluid force
nonlinearity does not couple the natural modes of the beam when the beam is
excited with an external force. Specifically for an N - term Galerkin expansion, if
is the excitation frequency and

are the linear natural frequencies of the

beam, then mode coupling can occur if (a)

(case of secondary resonances

where p, q, k are integers such that both p and q cannot be 1), or (b)
where p and

are integers such that [129]:
(5.19)

By using Eq. (4.44) (previous chapter), the natural frequency of the actuator in
underwater medium is obtained as,
(5.20)
where

is the total quality loss of the actuator in fluid medium which is

contributed by both quality loss due to internal damping of actuator,
loss due to fluid damping,

and quality

. As the internal damping of actuator is negligible as

compared to fluid damping the total quality loss is equal to the quality loss due to
fluid. The total quality loss can be expressed as
(5.21)
By pre-multiplying the mode shape function

, non dimesionalize the Eq. (5.17)

and integrated over non-dimensionalize unit length

for both sides of the

Eq.(5.17) and upgraded as,

(5.22)
The modal hydrodynamic coefficient,
density,

in the above equation depends on the fluid

the beam geometry (i.e. width
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mode shape

and the beam oscillation amplitude. In order to calculate

for a

wide range of Underwater actuator with different widths, lengths and oscillation
amplitudes, we can normalize the expression for

in the following manner:
(5.23)

Where

is the unit-normalized mode function of a cantilever like actuator. The left

side term of the Eq. (5.23) can be used to predict the vortex-shedding- induced
damping. By simplifying

(5.24)
where

represents the flexural term associated with

elastic component of viscoelastic PPy actuator,

is the

actuator mass,
surrounding

added mass of

fluid,

is

the

viscoelastic damping in actuator and
is the non linear fluid damping,

is the

force to electrochemical actuation upon applying voltage,

is the output current

density which obtained from the electrochemical model Eq.(4.4) (chapter 4).
As the input voltage is sinusoidal in nature the displacement is also sinusoidal due to
the output current density. For the sinusoidal
generalized coordinate becomes

, the expression for the

, where

and

are the

amplitude and the phase of the approximate sinusoidal response, respectively. From
the above equation, the approximate sinusoidal response

of the PPy actuator

operating in underwater medium can be expressed as
(5.25)
where

and

represent the modal added mass and the modal

hydrodynamic damping effects due to the surrounding air. Also, since
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depend on the magnitude of response

, the above equation is solved

by iterative method to estimate the response.

5.3 Experimental Method
The main objective of the experiments conducted in this work is to estimate the
hydrodynamic damping during dynamic bending of flexible PPy sharp-edged
actuator and study the nonlinear responses of the PPy actuator. This is achieved by
measuring the amplitude and phase of the response of a dynamic bending of sharp
edged PPy actuator under actuation voltage of 1.3 V and for a frequency range of 1 –
10 Hz. From the amplitude and phase response, the quality facto r (Q-factor) is
extracted by using the circle-fit method [130]. Physically, the Q-factor represents the
sharpness of the frequency response of the periodic bending of actuator is a measure
of the amount of damping
mode,

is present for a particular Eigen

denotes damping ratio.

The PPy actuator dimension of

is fabricated by

electrochemical polymerization method from aqueous solution of
solution at room temperature by applying

NaDBS

constant current density. In

chapter 2 details of the fabrication process was presented. The experiments were
carried out in an artificial open face glass made water tank of dimension of
and filled with water up to aheight of

having zero flow

velocity. The actuator with the holder setup is placed inside the tank horizontally.
AC voltage is applied to the fixed end of the actuator by using a voltage source
connected with function generator (Sony/Tektronix AFG 320) and PC. A laser
sensor (RLV-5500, Polytec, GmbH) is used to measure the response amplitude at
the tip of the actuator as the deflection is maximum at tip. The voltage signal from
the laser displacement sensor was collected by using a data acquisition unit (NI Inc.)
and then analyzed by using MATLAB. The experiments and the theoretical
predictions presented here focus on the case of single mode resonant harmonic
motions of PPy actuator. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.5.2.
The experiments and the theoretical predictions presented in the present work
focus on the case of single mode resonant harmonic motions of PPy actuator as the
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Figure 5.2 Schematic diagram of underwater damping experiment

underwater actuators [131] are operated under these conditions. Specifically,
present study restricts the hydrodynamic damping of PPy actuator amid periodic
bending in their first flexural mode.

5.4 Results and Discussion
In this section discusses the results obtained from theoretical modelling and the
experimental results and their comparison. The fluid flow and vortex shedding
results are limited only to theoretical model from the Eq. (5.10) and the results are
adequately discussed. Along with this, studied the amplitude and vibration responses
of the actuator obtained from both model and experiments for validation.
A PPy trilayer actuator is numerically studied and responses due to non linear
hydrodynamic damping are investigated. A Gold-Polypyrrole actuator of length,
, width,

and thickness,

has been considered

for the numerical and experimental analysis. The actuator operates in water medium
with density (

)=

on applying AC voltage of

amplitude and

frequencies. The PPy actuator exhibits viscoelasticity with storage modulus 284 MPa,
loss modulus

same as reported before. By solving the

and loss factor of

fluid flow equation, the Eq. (5.8) – Eq. (5.10), the time evolution of fluid flow
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around the actuator transverse displacement generating from the applied sinusoidal
voltage is shown in Fig.5.3.

(a) Vortex sheet generated at 0.1T

(b) Vortex sheet generated at 0.9T

(b) Vortex sheet generated at 0.5T

(d) Vortex sheet generated at 1.3T

Figure 5.3 Fluid flow and vortex sheet generated at the edges of the actuator along
the width (X and Y axis) for T = 1 s

It has been observed that the evolution of the free vortex sheet as the beam oscillates
through 2 cycles. Note that for beam oscillations along the z-axis, the free vortex
evolution exhibits symmetry about the y =0 axis even though no such constraint is
imposed in the mathematical formulation. Fig.5.4 shows the normalized force
(length normalization) acting on the actuator cross section along with a plot of the
actuator acceleration. It is seen that the normalized force lags the beam acceleration
by a small phase angle. This phase lag between the beam acceleration and the fluid
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force gives rise to energy dissipation and is the main cause of the hydrodynamic
damping.

Figure 5.4 Time varying normalized force and acceleration of PPy actuator

Figure 5.5 Time varying fluid force acting on the PPy actuator

Due to the sinusoidal input voltage, the actuator exhibits periodic motion, hence the
fluid force is found to be periodic in time as shown in Fig.5.5. For the normalized
fluid force during the second and the third cycle superimposed on top of the fluid
force during the first cycle of bending.
In the absence of vortices around the cylinder, the force on the cylinder is
proportional only to the fluid acceleration. However, when vortices are present, the
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phase of the force component caused by the vortex pair is determined by the phase
of the y-direction relative transport velocity. In general, the relative transport
velocity of the vortex pair will not be in phase with the fluid acceleration, thus
causing a portion of the fluid force to have a phase difference from the fluid
acceleration. Thus, the transport of the vortices around a cylinder along y-direction
relative transport velocities not in phase with the fluid acceleration can shift the
phase of the fluid force acting on the cylinder. For the case of a bluff body
oscillating in surrounding quiescent fluid, this phase shift between the fluid force
and the structural acceleration gives rise to the vortex-shedding- induced fluid
damping. Furthermore, increasing the oscillatory flow velocity causes both the
strength of the shed vortices and the y-direction transport velocities to increase in
magnitude, which subsequently cause the fluid force to increase in a nonlinear way.
Refer to the numerical model (Eq. (5.14)), it has been observed that the fluid
force depends on the amplitude and the frequency. Additionally, the force depends
on the Fourier coefficients

and

, which in this work are known to be functions

of KC alone and independent of the value of frequency
force depends on frequency

only through the

. As a consequence, the

term. For low KC numbers, as is

the case for PPy actuator the computed fluid force reaches its steady-state periodic
behaviour only after one to two cycles of beam oscillation.
To calculate the theoretical hydrodynamic damping for PPy actuator, Eq. (5.25)
has been used. At first, the force is estimated due to actuation of PPy under AC
potential of 1.3 V with a frequency range of 1-10 Hz. Along with the force, the
natural frequency of first bending mode of PPy can be estimated by using the Eq.
(4.28) and (4.45) (derived in chapter 4). Further the force is also estimated from the
dynamic bending experiment as discussed earlier in section 5.3. From the frequency
response of force, the hydrodynamic damping is estimated by us ing the logarithmic
decrement method as discussed in Chapter 3.
Fig.5.6 shows the comparative study on theoretically predicted and the
experimental amplitude response curve of PPy actuator operated in underwater
medium. It has been observed that the error in predicting the resonant frequency is
7.28% (predicted value of 5.9 Hz and experimental value of 6.4 Hz), the error in
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predicting the peak amplitude is 9.94% (predicted value from Eq. (5.21) is 1.5422
mm and

Figure 5.6 Comparison of theoretical and experimental amplitude response

experimental value is 1.39 mm). The model developed here is suitable in predicting
the resonant amplitudes with an error of less than 10 % validating the similar trends
of published nonlinear results [132, 133, 134]

Figure 5.7 Comparison of theoretical and experimental quality factor
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The Q – factor obtained theoretically and experimentally is shown in Fig.5.7. It is
observed that the error in predicting the Q- factor is 16.6 % (predicted value of 2.17
mm and experimental value of 1.75 mm) and shows good agreement with published
results [135]. Theoretical error is found to be more implies that the analysis was
restricted in 2D flow where vortex shed is considered only in two edges thus failed
to capture the 3D effects of the fluid force.

5.5 Summary
In this work, a theoretical model for the response a mplitude of PPy actuator
operating in underwater medium has been developed which can be used to obtain the
nonlinear damping responses for any underwater operated actuator. This simplified
expression can be used for finding the response of the system instead of solving the
temporal equation of motion or perturbation method which is time consuming and
requires more memory space. The numerical results are compared and verified by
performing experiment. The precise predication of stable and unstable zone for an
applied excitation voltage and frequency is of importance in many micromechanical
systems utilizing PPy is the actuator. Both theoretical and experimental
investigations confirm that the amplitude of vibration response decreases with the
nonlinear hydrodynamic damping. This behaviour is excellently captured by the
model that allows for flow separation and vortex shedding from the edges of the
actuator. The hydrodynamic loading can be expressed in terms of two nondimensional parameters KC and β making the results scalable and useful to predict
the hydrodynamic loading of a wide variety of actuator operates in underwater
environment. Further, in micro-scale applications, the amplitude of vibration can be
easily increased and it may bring the system into non- linear regime, and therefore, it
is useful to utilize the non- linear analysis to predict the behaviour of the system
more accurately.
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Polypyrrole Actuator for Underwater Undulatory Robot

6.1 Introduction
Smart materials are nowadays effectively used as actuator particularly in developing
underwater miniaturized biomimetic robots due to their low weight, flexibility,
biocompatibility, low power consumption and smooth operation. Biomimetic robotic
systems are similar to biological organisms where smart materials such as
electroactive polymers (EAP), piezoelectric materials (PZT), shape memory alloys
(SMA) and dielectric elastomers (DE) successfully used over the years. Recently,
there has been tremendous progress and demand for underwater miniaturized robots
for defence, security and environmental monitoring as till now large part of
underwater world is unstructured and unexplored. Most of the presents underwater
vehicle or robots are operated by using conventional motor actuators and metallic
joints. Drawback like high power driven heavy weight conventional motor and the
complex electrical connection results in increasing the size and weight and poor
manoeuvrability of these systems. Hence the movement of the sys tem restricted to
limited area and deficiency in getting the desired accuracy and repeatability at the
desired destinations.
Shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators have been used for propulsion in
underwater robot by utilizing their shape recovery effect with a heating above phase
transformation temperature [136-138]. Literatures showed that to fabricating
propulsion mechanism for robotic system, complex assembly processes, such as
long wires and joints are required generating significant thrust [137]. Even though
actuators made up of SMA are able to provide a large bending, their slow response
and high operating temperature limits their applications. Dielectric elastomer (DE)
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based actuator have been used as underwater actuator however low bending
displacement and large operating voltage restrict its real time application [139-140].
Including these, Ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC) [141-144], Piezoelectric
materials (PZT) and its composites (MFC) [145-147] actuators were among
frequently used smart material actuator for underwater robotics. Low bending
displacements of IPMC in fluid medium and low strain of PZT were the
disadvantages that limit the underwater operation. Some of the effective actuator
design with passive structures and controllable functions have been proposed and
developed by using these materials. However, large bending displacement and high
work density of PPy makes it suitable for underwater operation. Further, the
moderate tip velocity, high thrust and low driving power of PPy are effective to
develop miniaturized undulatory robots without using any passive fins.
In this chapter, a tadpole inspired undulatory prototype is developed by using
bimorph PPy actuators as Tadpole has simple morphological structure and exhibit
vertebrates like controlled undulatory movement by the lateral undulation of body
without any extra fin. The image of natural adult tadpole is shown below in Fig.6.1.
Undulatory swimming is a highly effective means of continuous locomotion by
aquatic vertebrates [148]

Figure.6.1 Image of natural Xenopus Leavis Tadpole in adult stage
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Tadpole swim by anguilliform motion i.e. lateral undulation of body by sending
down alternatives waves from tip of head to tail end that create a jet in the wake may
generate the forward force is known as thrust.
The tadpole is divided in two parts i.e. head and tail. The head consists of neural
system and power system which control the movements while the tail consists of
only the axial muscle which generates the locomotion. Hence the head exhibits
major weight of the tadpole, therefore the centre of mass lies inside the head. The
schematic diagram of tadpole body structure is shown in Fig.6.2. One side of the tail

Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of Tadpole

is fixed into the head where the other side is free to move similar to cantilever beam.

Figure.6.3 Schematic diagram of lateral undulation of Tadpole
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The motion of tadpole is solely contributed by the lateral undulation of the tail
[149]. The schematic diagram of lateral undulation of tail is shown in Fig.6.3. The
lateral undulation of tail is analogous to bidirectional bending of bimorph actuator
under AC electric potential. By using this mechanism there are various swimming
robotics mechanism have developed for various underwater applications. Here PPy
trilayer actuator is used as tail to develop a tadpole like undulatory robot.

6.2 Tadpole Robot
Tadpoles are unusual among vertebrates in having a globose body with a laterally
compressed tail abruptly appended to it. Compared with most teleost ﬁshes, tadpoles
swim awkwardly with waves of relatively high amplitude at both the head and tail
tip. Tadpoles don’t have any extra fins like fishes and the undulatory motion
generated only by the body [148,149]. However the tadpoles exhibit efficient motion
with most simple body structure. Tadpoles can operate in low to medium Reynold’s
number based fluid, hence suitable for various applications like scanning,
surveillance and exploration in uneven underwater environment.
Undulatory propulsion for most aquatic vertebrates is accomplished by sending
alternating waves down the body towards the tip of the tail. These waves create a jet
in the wake and hence a forward force, namely thrust. The high width-to-length ratio
for tadpole bodies means a large frontal area and implies high pressure drag [150].
Undulatory swimming is a highly effective means of continuous locomotion by
aquatic vertebrates. Tadpoles, however, are characterized by an awkward shape and
equally awkward kinematics.
Xenopus laevis, is the tadpole with some exceptional features like continuous
swimming, no lateral deflection of snout at low speed and high manoeuvrability and
swim in low to medium Re number and have high efficiency as compared to other
teleost fishes [150]. Therefore various tadpole models have been developed in recent
time. An oscillating body of arbitrary 3D geometry based tadpole robot has been
developed and studied the propulsion mechanism by using a three-dimensional
computational ﬂuid dynamic (CFD) model [149]. The undulatory locomotion of the
tadpole is simulated in viscous and unsteady ﬂow. Later a wireless tadpole robot has
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been developed by using IPMC actuator [151]. Behaviour of TadRob is tested under
various frequencies (1~8 Hz) to find the correlation between actuation frequency
and velocity of the robot. The velocity of TadRob can be controlled by
changing frequency of input voltage and the steering angle can be increased with
increasing the duty ratio. The moving speed reached up to 23.6 mm/s for 4 Hz of
driving frequency of the IPMC actuator. The numerical analysis of undulatory
locomotion was carried out which provides a general understanding of the
relationship between dynamic of vortex flow and the jet stream propulsion
associated with undulatory locomotion of vertebrates [121]. Although various
undulatory swimming devices have been developed, tadpole like small and efficient
robots are still need improvement for real time application. In this thesis, a PPy
actuator based tadpole like robot is developed followed by the comprehensive
mathematical model of undulatory motion coupling with electrochemical actuation.
6.3 Tadpole Motion Modelling
The mechanical model of the robot is developed to predict the motion in underwater
medium. The objective is to achieve tail deflections that resemble tail kinematics of
a real fish. In order to accomplish this goal, models describing the dynamics of such
flexible beams are needed. A required model is a function that would take as input to
the actuator, material, and geometrical properties of compliant mechanisms and
return as output motion. The simplest procedure is then to use such a model to fit
kinematic data of a real fish. This process allows the designer to identify model
parameters that allow the smallest fit errors. As a result, information regarding the
appropriate material, geometry, and actuator properties required to achieve a good fit
can be found.
The tadpole like can swim forward by the continuous bending of PPy actuator
based tail on applying AC potential. The lateral bending of tail generates thrust
which solely responsible for the forward movement of tadpole robot as the fluid
flow velocity is zero. Due to the bidirectional bending, the rigid head exhibits force
in normal and tangential direction. The resultant force on the head helps to move
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forward and balance the drag force. The schematic diagram of lateral bending of
tadpole tail in 2-D plane with reference frame is shown in Fig.6.4.
The kinematics for undulatory locomotion of tadpole is generally in the form of a
backward travelling wave with the largest wave amplitude at the fish tail [148],
which can be described by the following equations for the lateral undulations of the
fish body (all lengths are non-dimensionalized with the fish length L):
(6.1)

Figure.6.4. Schematic diagram of tadpole tail deflection

where

is the axial (swimming) direction measured along the fish axis from the tip

of the fish’s head;

is the lateral excursion of the body at time ;

is the

amplitude envelope of lateral motion as a function of ;

is the wave number of the

body undulations that corresponds to a wavelength

; and

is the angular

frequency. The amplitude envelop is the function of frequency of actuation voltage
and axial body length.
The tail of the tadpole is made up of PPy actuator, hence dynamic modelling of
the tail resembling the real fish tail motion is developed. The goal is to find
relationships between the electrochemical actuation of PPy, material, and geometric
features and the output lateral deflection
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time t in fluid medium. Fig.6.5 shows the PPy based tail end working mechanism
equivalent to the natural tadpole motion mechanism. The deflection of the cantilever
like voltage driven viscoelastic PPy actuator in a liquid environment is governed by
the following equation
(6.2)
(6.3)
In Eq.6.2,

is the equivalent viscoelastic modulus of PPy layers and PVDF ,

is the moment of inertia,

and

is the mass and damping of the actuator,

Figure.6.5 Schematic diagram of PPy actuator Tail working mechanism

is the deflection of the actuator,

actuation force and

is the

hydrodynamic force acting on the actuator. The details of the equation and solution
are given in Chapter 4. The hydrodynamic force is contributed by both mass and
damping due to fluid. By substituting the Eq. (6.3) into Eq. (6.2), the final governing
equation of the viscoelastic PPy actuator is developed. The fluid damping term
is otherwise known as resistive force in few literatures and is directly
proportional to the normal components of the relative velocity between the tail and
the liquid environment. For an undulating body with body wave speed V and the
mean swimming speed

relative to the stream, a is given by
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(6.4)
Hence, in steady motions a is directly proportional to the lateral speed of the tail. In
the interest of simplicity we assume that the fluid damping displays a linear
dependence on a. This would allow us to solve Eq. (6.2) but will make our results
overestimate the actual behaviour since this assumption underestimates the
environment resistive forces. Though, here flow of water is zero and constant, the
resistive forces can be modelled by a term analogous to viscous damping, with a
damping coefficient,

.

As the actuator behaves like a cantilever beam, the

boundary conditions are as follows

The governing equation of motion in Eq. (6.2), is obtained by using multimodal
method as,
(6.5)
The ‘i’ subscript is used to represent unit mode of bending with shape function,
and time frame,

for transverse bending of PPy trilayer actuator. The mode

shape of a cantilever beam can be obtained as,

(6.6)
By using the boundary conditions and modal properties like orthogonality and mass
normalized Eigen function, the shape function and time co-ordinate obtained as
(6.7)
(6.8)
As the input voltage is sinusoidal, the actuation force is sinusoidal in nature and
expressed in exponential form in above equation simplifying the calculation. The
steady state deflection of the PPy actuator can be expressed in terms of material
geometry, properties and input voltage as
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(6.9)
Furthermore, in addition to matching the kinematic behaviour of real fish,
biomimetic mechanisms must maintain similar geometric features. This contributes
to replicate the overall dynamic behaviour needed to achieve the required
locomotion performance. As the robot moves in XY plane, the velocities along X
and Y direction as follows
and

(6.10)

This velocities in x and y direction determines the velocity of each point on actuator
in normal and tangential direction during lateral bending of the actuator as follows
(6.11)
(6.12)
In above equations,

is the angle of curvature of the actuator can be expressed as,

. The principle of the model is based on the reactive fo rce, generated by the
fluid against the moving thin plate like PPy actuator. For any solid, the reactive
force acting in normal and tangential direction according to the respective velocity
components are as follows
(6.13)
(6.14)
The propulsive force is generated from the tangential and normal components of the
reactive force for the tadpole robots as follows
(6.15)
The propulsive force is a periodic function; hence only focus on the analysis on
propulsive force in a cycle. When area of one half cycles above the time axis is
bigger than that of the other half cycle of below time axis, propulsive force acts as
push force. In adverse, it acts as drag force, this feature can be expressed by mean
propulsive force for robot as
(6.16)
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The above equation is for the tadpole; hence the width of the actuator varies along
length. Further the thrust is dependent on the voltage induced bending displacement
where the mean thrust function of actuation frequency as well as time. The drag
force exerted on the tadpole robot in small scale can be expressed as
(6.17)
Where

is the drag co-efficient and U is the swimming speed of the robot. The

drag coefficient depends on the Reynolds's number and the shape of the fish body.
The Reynolds's number characterizes the relative speed U, the length of the body L
and the kinematics viscosity

of the fluid, and is defined as,
(6.18)

In steady state motion the mean thrust and drag force are equal relating to the mean
swimming speed,

which can be derived as,
(6.18)

Finally the propulsive efficiency of the swimming tadpole is determined by using
the formula as,
(6.19)
Where U is the speed,

is the mean thrust and

is the average power

consumption by the PPy actuator. The average power consumption can be est imated
from the input voltage and output current [158], and is expressed as
(6.20)
Where

is the average power consumed by PPy actuator for underwater bending,

is any random time during PPy actuator operates in underwater medium,
the input voltage and

is the output current,

is

is the frequency of operating

voltage.
To quantify the effectiveness of the PPy based propulsion system, non-dimensional
Strouhal number (St) is widely used, which is defined as.
(6.21)
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Where

is the tail bending frequency

is the tail bending amplitude and U is the

swimming speed. In flows characterized by a periodic motion, the Strouhal number
is associated with the oscillations of the flow due to the inertial forces relative to the
changes in velocity due to the convective acceleration of the flow field [153]. The
Strouhal number is also indicative of the frequency at which reverse Karman
vortices are generated in fluid. The K´arm´an vortices are the primary mechanism
responsible for thrust production of an oscillating fin

6.4 Prototype Development
In this section, the design and development of the tadpole robot prototype is
described in details. At first the geometrical dimension and computer aided design
of the prototype is presented followed by the fabrication and assembly of the
prototype. As the prototype is analogous to Xenopus Leavis tadpole species, the
morphological features of this tadpole is taken into consideration for design and
development of the prototype.
6.4.1 Design of Tadpole like Robot Prototype
Once the material, geometrical, and actuator properties are identified they can be
used for designing prototype implementing the required locomotion kinematics for
tadpole- like swimming. The swimming mechanism and morphology of the robot is
to mimic natural Xenopus Leavis tadpole species.

Figure.6.6 Schematic diagram of natural Xenopus Tadpole with morphology
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The features of the proposed tadpole are shown in Fig.6.6 and the CAD model of the
prototype is shown in Fig.6.7. The high width-to-length ratio for tadpole bodies
means a large frontal area and implies high pressure drag.

Figure.6.7 The image of CAD model of the tadpole like prototype

Rigid and flexible sections are jointed together forming a single tadpole prototype.
Rigid section is working as head of the tadpole which carry the electrical
connections and electrode holder while the flexible actuator behaves like tail of the
tadpole that undergoes lateral undulation. The harmonically varying voltage input is
applied to the actuator by electric wire connecting a voltage source.
The main advantages of this type of design are that the compliance is
implemented by the structure itself, and the mechanism is self-contained. The design
is monolithic and thus no sealing is required. The present robot swim and
manoeuvre based on actuation of PPy and no extra passive fin is attached, hence the
design is simple and cost effective.
In Xenopus Leavis, the length of head and body or tail is distributed as

and

respectively where L is the total length of the tadpole. The centre o f mass lies
in the range of

from the nose end. Though the average length of natural

tadpole species is

–

, here the prototype developed is slightly scaled up

with respect to the natural one.
6.4.2 Fabrication and Assembly
In this section the details of materials and methods used for developing tadpole
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robot prototype is discussed. For developing the prototype, the head and tail
fabricated separately, followed by the assembly of this two.
6.4.2.1 Head
A streamlined body to house power electronics, provide structure, and clamp to hold
the actuators was needed. For the effective undulating movement and to enhance the
stability of the robot, the head should be rigid and leakage proof. To achieve this, the
head is manufactured by two part 3D print moulding technique. The head is
fabricated by using rigid fibreglass plastic due to its low cost and high durability.
The actuator holder is prepared by using a pair of copper plates with gold coating
fixed into a breadboard for better delivery of power. The bread board is places inside
the head and fixed in such a way that the centre of mass should lies around 14 cm
from the nose end which is close to

as in case of natural tadpole. The power

source, electronic components and electrical connections are made precisely in the
breadboard and then the two halves were mated and sealed with fresh casting rubber
leaving small slits for insertion of actuators later. The length of the head is around
, maximum width near the actuator holder is 10 mm and weight of the head
with all components is nearly
6.4.2.2 Tail
The tail is made up of PPy trilayer actuator which is fabricated by using layer by
layer electrochemical polymerisation and deposition technique. The fabrication of
PPy based tail is carried out in a three electrode electrochemical cell by applying a
constant

current of

through potentiostat/galvanostat.

polymerized from aqueous solution of

Pyrrole and

PPy

is

NaDBS at room

temperature and deposited on both sides of gold coated PVDF membrane. The
trilayer actuator is fabricated by using layer by layer deposition where each layer
deposited for

with freshly prepared solutions. The details of the synthesis and

fabrication of PPy actuator is described in chapter 2. Following the fabrication, the
PPy strip washed repeatedly with water and stored in a dried place. The dimension
of the actuator is

and the weight is nearly

.

The actuator is placed in between the two electrode in actuator holder inside the
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Figure.6.8 The image of the tadpole like underwater robot

head. The length of the actuator placed inside the head is around 5 mm and the free
length of the tail is

mm as shown in Fig.6.8. The electrical wires are coming out

through head through small holes. The wire output and the PPy actuator output
zones are sealed with casting rubber properly to avoid any leakage.

6.5 Experimental Setup
The actuator is operated by external voltage source (model: Caddo 4060) connected
to a function generator for providing sinusoidal voltage through thin electric wire.
The swimming of the robot is recorded upon applying sinusoidal voltage amplitude
of 1.3 V with range of frequency of

.

Fig.6.9.The laboratory setup for tadpole prototype experiment
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6.6 Results and Discussion
The lateral displacement of tadpole tail is recorded and compared with the
theoretical results as well as theoretical undulatory motion equation presented in
Eq.6.1 as shown in Fig.6.10. It has been observed that the tadpole tail is followed

Figure 6.10 Bending displacement of PPy actuator based Tadpole robot
the same pattern with the theoretical results and shows good fit with the published
results [120,142,144,147]. The tail exhibited 5 mm of lateral displacement, which is
slightly lower than the actuator maximum displacement 5.4 mm. It has been
observed the experimental curve not smooth as like the curve obtained from model,
which may be due to noise and disturbances in underwater medium. The frequency
response of the displacement curve is shown in Fig.6.11.

Figure 6.11 Displacement of tadpole tail at actuation frequency with 1.3 V
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The maximum displacement occurs at 1.1 Hz which is slightly higher than the
actuation frequency. It is believed that due to the weight of the head and fluid
viscous the displacement is lower and the action frequency is slightly higher. This
trend is shown good fit with the published results, however the tail achieved
significantly higher displacement with low voltage [120,140,142,144,154].
The video was then analyzed to obtain an average velocity resulting in six
measurements for each frequency. The average velocity of the robot as a function of
the actuation frequency can be seen in Fig.6.12. The highest average velocity of 27
mm/s was found at an actuation frequency of 2.5 Hz.
Intuitively it would infer that the when the displacement lowers the robot achieve
maximum speed. Upto 1 Hz of the actuation frequency, the speed is lowered as the
displacement is high and it has been observed that the robot head is not stable and in
due time of motion when the robot is achieving stability displacement is lower and
the frequency increased.

Fig.6.12 Speed of tadpole robot at various actuation frequency
Fig.6.13 shows the thrust obtained from the swimming experiment and the
theoretical model over the range of frequencies. It has been observed the average
thrust generated by the tadpole tail is 0.84 mN and follows the same trend as the
displacement. It can be concluded that the displacement and thrust force are closely
related. In other way, the thrust force is dependent on input voltage amplitude and it
increases on increasing the voltage amplitude.
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Figure 6.13 Thrust vs Frequency of PPy based tadpole robot
For swimming devices, Reynold number is being used frequently to estimate the
application area of the system. The Reynolds number (Re), illustrates the ratio of
inertial forces to viscous forces. When Re<1 viscous forces are dominate and govern
the object’s behavior. In contrast, when Re>>1 viscous forces play little role and
inertial forces dominate the object’s movement. This means that for small robotic
systems or larger ones at low speeds (e.g., accelerating from rest) viscous forces are
an important consideration. The Reynolds number of the prototype operating at
maximum velocity is approximately 17303 which is close to the natural tadpole
swimming pattern.
This Strouhal number (St) is a passive indicator of the effectiveness of thrust
production and swimming. For angulliform swimmers the optimal strouhal number
is between 0.4 and 0.5. [148], and the thrust and swimming behavior of the object is
considered ideal. Indirectly it was shown that tadpole propulsion occurs where 0.4 <
St < 0.5 [148]. The Strouhal number of the robotic tadpole at maximum velocity
was found to be 0.44.This value is close to optimal value and further improvements
in body size and design could also generate accurate values.
The swimming efficiency or propulsive efficiency of the robot can be estimated
from Eq. (6.19) and its variation with swimming frequency or tail beat frequency is
shown in Fig.6.14. It has been observed the robot has maximum efficiency around
35% at nearly second mode shape frequency of 11 Hz. At higher frequency the
actuator consumes more energy hence the efficiency lowers.
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Fig.6.14 Frequency vs swimming frequency of tadpole robot

The comparative summary of the geometrical parameters and performances of the
present tadpole with natural tadpole and earlier developed smart material based
tadpole robots is presented in table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Performance comparison of present tadpole with natural tadpole and earlier
developed tadpole robots
Properties

Natural Tadpole

Developed

Model

TadBot (IPMC)

(PPy)

[134]

Dimension

45-55mm

55mm

96 mm

speed

24-30 mm/s

27 mm/s

23 mm/s

Operating

Normal water, sea

Aqueous

condition

water

water

weight

10 g

16 g

Operating Life

10-12

Nacl,

water

15.5 g
h

5-6 h

continuously
Thrust

1.02 mN max

0.72 mN

0.84 mN avg

Tail

beat

10 Hz

9 Hz

8 Hz

90 USD

110 USD

frequency
Cost
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6.5 Summary
Present work demonstrates the use of Polypyrrole, a special class of smart material
to generate bio- inspired undulatory motion similar to tadpole and other swimming
vertebrates. An analytical approach has been adopted to model the dynamic
undulatory motion by using electro-visco- mechanical actuation of PPy bimorph
actuator along with Lighthill’s elongated body theory. Following this, a tadpole
inspired prototype has been developed to estimate the undulatory motion
performances and validate the model. The real time swimming experiments were
carried out in quiescent water by applying voltage of 1.3V and a range of
frequencies. The summery of the present work as follows:
 The PPy actuator works analogous to artificial muscle actuator and operates in
very low voltage replacing the conventional motor actuator
 The bending displacement of PPy actuator based tail is achieved to be 5.4mm
with a voltage of 1.3V and frequency of 1 Hz.
 The PPy tail can generate thrust upto 1mN and tail beat frequency utpo 11.2 Hz
which makes it suitable for underwater application in still water.
 The developed model can swim at a speed of 27 mm/s which is very close to the
natural tadpole.
 The motion parameters primarily depends upon the input voltage and frequency,
hence it will be simple to develop the control system for precise motion
The present prototype has shown good agreement and improved performances with
the developed systems, and enable used for various underwater applications like
surveillance, environmental monitoring and pollution detection.
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7.1 Conclusion
In the present work, a low cost Polypyrrole (PPy) trilayer actuator has been
fabricated. Several steps of trial-and-error attempts results in successful fabrication
of the actuator, where vacuum coating deposition technique of Gold (Au) on middle
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and layer-by-layer electrochemical polymerization
process. Following that, several experiments have been carried out to characterize
the developed PPy actuator. The effectiveness and performance of the actuator is
studied for its underwater operation. The experimental investigation and
comparative study demonstrates superior actuation capability of the actuator.
Multiple experiments are conducted to ascertain the effect of viscoelasticity,
hydrodynamic loading and environmental condition on actuation capability of the
PPy actuator. An empirical model has been developed subsequently estimates the
underwater performances of PPy actuator during working condition.
Further, extensive bending and vibration tests were performed under real time
application criteria with AC input voltage. The experimentally obtained tip position
data are used to develop theoretical models for prediction of linear and nonlinear
vibration response of PPy actuator under AC voltage actuations. These responses are
also obtained by incorporating time varying modulus and hydrodynamic parameters.
The developed general purpose theoretical models can be used for any PPy actuator
to predict the hydrodynamic performances and to study the effect of surrounding
fluid on the vibration response of underwater operated PPy actuator. Finally, a
tadpole like swimming robot has been developed demonstrating the applicability of
the developed PPy actuator in bio-inspired underwater robotics application.
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The specific conclusions of the present work can be summarized as follows:


Polypyrrole trilayer actuator is successfully fabricated by using layer by layer
electrochemical polymerization and deposition from aqueous solution of Pyrrole
(Py) and sodium-dodecyl-benzene-sulphonic acid (NaDBS) followed by coating
of Gold on PVDF membrane by using vacuum coating technologies.



Morphological characteristics of PPy examined by scanning electron
microscope illustrates that there is good bonding between the Au-PVDF and
polymer layer and a uniform densely packed distribution of PPy is found over
the Au-PVDF layer. The conductivity of the PPy actuator is found as 136 S/cm
with a strain rate around 6%, are nearly equal to the PPy synthesized with
expensive organic solvents, IL based salt and in low temperature fabrication
setup.



The actuation voltage and frequency obtained by using Cyclic Voltametry (CV)
and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) as 1.3 V and 1 Hz. The
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of PPy shows negative value with low
temperature, and changes from negative to positive value with rise in
temperature.



DSC and TGA tests of the PPy confirm improved thermal stability, and microtensile test confirms the increase in Young’s modulus. The actuator shows
steady state bending displacement of 5.4 mm and 4.2 mN tip force with voltage
of 1.3 V and frequency of 1Hz for underwater operation. The improved work
density, tensile strength and breaking stress of the PPy actuator makes it
suitable for underwater operations.



The cost of fabricating a

Au-PPy synthesized from

aqueous NaDBS solution is found to be around Rs.6500.00 (90 USD) which is
much less compared

to the Platinum-PPy synthesized

from organic

solvent/TBA based salt solution at low temperature based setup.


The developed PPy shows significantly improvement in conductivity with
increase in concentration of monomer and salt at room temperature setup. The
actuator generates average thrust of 0.84 mN and continuously work upto 10-12
h makes it suitable for underwater operations.
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The superior performances of the actuator like large bending deflection, less
surface resistance, larger tip force are compared with the actuator developed by
using low temperature setup, costly salts like ionic liquids (IL) and organic
solvents. The experimental investigation, characterization and performance of
the developed IPMC demonstrate its effectiveness to be used for underwater
operations.



Tough creep is one of the major limitations of PPy actuator; here the
viscoelasticity of PPy actuator was taken into account. The dynamic mechanical
and thermal analysis of the actuator carried out to estimate the storage modulus,
loss modulus and loss factor of the actuator. The actuator exhibits storage
modulus of nearly 284 MPa which makes it suitable for underwater operation.
For developing the robust model in real time applications, the time dependent
modulus has also taken into account.



The hydrodynamic bending characterization and performances have been studied
by developing a comprehensive robot mathematical model. The transform function
form of equation is formulated to predict the underwater bending displacement
which is a function of electrochemical, mechanical, viscoelastic and hydrodynamic
forces. The linear vibration response of the actuator has been studied from the
frequency response analysis and estimated the damping and resonating frequencies.
The actuator exhibits first fundamental frequency at around 5.5 Hz and the damping
ratio is evaluated as 0.023. The improved performance of the actuator makes it
suitable for small scale underwater robotics application.



A closed form expression for the response amplitude has been developed to
study the effect of surrounding fluid in terms of nonlinear hydrodynamic
damping. The Keulegan Carpenter number and frequency parameters have been
used to develop the theoretical model and validate with experimental results.
The fluid flow around the actuator is numerically analyzed by using Fourier
transformation and Von Karmen vortex mechanism. The non linear effect is
quantified by evaluating the amplitude response and quality factor of the
actuator operates in underwater environment. The simplified expression can be
used for finding the response of the system instead of solving the temporal
equation of motion which is time consuming and requires more memory space.
The numerical results are compared and verified with experiment and the results
145
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are found to be in good agreement. It is concluded that in macro-scale actuator,
amplitude of vibration could change due to nature of surrounding fluid and a
small change in excitation amplitude or input voltage occurs. Further, in microscale applications, the amplitude of vibration can be easily increased and it may
bring the system into non- linear regime, and therefore, it is useful to utilize the
non- linear analysis to predict the behaviour of the system more accurately.
The present PPy actuator based underwater robot can be precisely controlled by
the input voltage and frequency. This robot can work in low Reynold’s Number area
and can move upto 27 mm/s for a longer time. Apart from this, the low cost Au- PPy
based underwater robot has the potential applications in scanning, surveillance,
defence, security and environment monitor etc.

7.2 Scope for Future Work
The research work reported in this thesis represents significant advancements in the
field of fabrication, characterization and modelling of PPy actuator. Although, PPy
applications in various fields and several other actuator related issues demand
further investigation. Some scopes of further work are listed below.


The fabrication procedure can be further optimized by understanding the
physical actuation mechanism by exploring different low cost salts, varying
concentration of polymer and varying the solvent materials. Further, fabrication
procedures such as chemical polymerization, CVD or spin coating techniques
may be employed to fabricate thicker and multilayered PPy. Similar analysis
carried out in this work may be used for analyses of multilayered PPy and to
study their effects on the actuation performance of PPy actuator.



A similar study can be carried out to investigate the sensing properties for PPy
actuator. This thesis focused mainly on the actuation of the PPy actuator; while
sensing is also an important application area of PPy actuator. Further the
simultaneous sensor actuator behaviour of PPy can be explored.



In this work nonlinear vibration analysis has been carried out considering single
frequency excitation. One may consider multi- frequency excitation to analyze
the system.
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Controlling of robotic locomotion system can further be explored by using
artificial intelligence technologies along with analysis and compensation for
delay to the system response.
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